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Abstract
FURNACE2 is a 3-dimensional neutron/photon-transport program system for toroidal
geometries. It uses ray-tracing and double-differential reflection- and transmissioncoefficients and flux-kernels to calculate the angular-flux spectra inside the torus of
a fusion-reactor. FURNACE2 is an extended version of FURNACE, developed for
application to the neutron-diagnostics at JET, which was supported financially by JET. It is
used at JET to calculate the foil-activationfor the KN2 diagnostics, the angular-fluxes on
the lines of sight of the KN3 profile monitors, and general background fluxes and activation
of the vessel. The program is used along with MCNP, combining the advantages of each
of the programs and for mutual checks.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The development of the program system FURNACE[ 1 ] was started early in 1977.
The incentive for this development was, that the discrete-ordinates programs
available to us that time, could not handle the large geometry of the fusion-reactor
model which we were studying then[2]. Originally, therefore, the program was
designed for blanket neutronics studies[3]. With financial support from JET (art.
14 contracts) this basic code was gradually improved and extended to fulfill the
rather demanding requirements for application to the neutron-diagnostics at JET.
This finally resulted in the FURNACE2 system as described in this report.
FURNACE uses ray-tracing to handle the neutron- and photon- transport in the
large plasma-chamber of a toroidal fusion-reactor. Ray-tracing was used before by
Price and Chapin[4] to calculate the neutron wall-load in a toroidal fusion-reactor
with circular cross-section. FURNACE can handle tori with arbitrary vertical
cross-section in three dimensions (3D), using a polygon to describe the vertical
cross-section of the first-wall. The plasma contour-lines are also represented by
polygons, which are derived from a parametric plasma-model. The calculation
is performed for a torus-sector which can be covered with different blankets in a
poloidal/toroidal mesh.
In the ray-tracing process used in FURNACE, not only the direct fluxes are
calculated but also the scattered fluxes by taking the backscattering at the firstwall into account. By using double-differential (i.e. energy- and angle-dependent)
reflection-coefficients, the neutron- and y -spectra at the first-wall, are calculated
with good accuracy. The neutron- and y -flux distributions inside the blankets are
calculated by the use of double-differential flux-kernels.
The reflection-coefficients and flux-kernels used are calculated in one-dimensional
discrete-ordinate with Ait angular-quadrature, using ANISN-PT which is an
ANISN[5]-version adapted for this purpose.
The FURNACE2 program system differs from FURNACE mainly in the following
aspects:
* The program can perform the ray-tracing also in annular void regions that
surround the plasma-chamber (e.g. representing the space between the vacuumvessel and the main torus structure of JET). The transmission of radiation
through blanket layers between the void regions is calculated with transmissioncoefficients. ANISN-PT was adapted therefore to provide these doubledifferential transmission-coefficients as well.
* Fluxes can be calculated at positions inside the plasma-chamber and inside the
annular void-regions at positions specified by input. Further, angular fluxes
can be calculated on lines of sight specified by input. These options were
required for the foil activation (KN2) and the profile monitor (KN3) diagnostics,
respectively.
* Linking-up with the SNAP data-base of the neutron diagnostic group at JET.
At JET some additional programs are being used:
* JETGEO, for preparing the input arrays for the geometry,
* SCRIPTER, for preprocessing the FURNACE2 input file,
* KN3SPEC, for analysing the KN3 spectra.
The program system originally was developed in FORTRAN-IV, but was later
adapted for the FORTRAN-V compiler on the CRAY2. Now FURNACE2 has
been adapted to the IBM-3090, which required full FORTRAN-V.
ECN-C-95-081
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2. NUMERICAL METHOD
As mentioned in the introduction the numerical method used is based on an
approximate transport model. The numerical method was described in detail in
the FURNACE reportf 1 ]. The description is repeated here including the extensions
introduced in FURNACE2.

2.1 The approximate transport model
In FURNACE2 the transport model was extended with the use of transmissioncoefficients, so that a torus with different blanket-layers can be calculated. Further
the options were included for calculation of the fluxes in additional positions and
rays that are specified by input.
The torus now consists of a number of blanket-layers, which are separated by
empty ('vacuum'-) regions (see figure 4.4). The plasma-chamber is assumed to
be empty as well. The integral transport equation for these empty regions does
not contain scatter- and absorption- terms. Therefore, the direct (i.e. not reflected
or transmitted) angular-flux at the positions P on the inner- and outer- surfaces of
the blanket-layers can be given by:

=JoI

*D,(Q)= I

s(p).dp,

(2.1)

Jo
where p is the position on the line-of-sight in the direction £2 measured from
the point P on the blanket surface. pw is the point where the line intersects
the blanket surface at the "other side". s(p) is the source density distribution of
fusion neutrons along the line-of-sight. The angular-flux thus defined is per unit
area and per unit solid angle. The integration (2.1) is performed for mesh-points
P on the blanket surfaces for discrete outward directions £2 in a spatial angular
mesh. The plasma is subdivided by a discrete number of source contour-lines into
regions of constant source strength, which are used to perform the line integration
numerically. This procedure, called ray-tracing [4], is exact and the accuracy
of the resulting angular fluxes will only depend on the fineness of the source
discretisation and angular mesh.
The neutrons and photons entering a blanket layer will partly reenter the
empty region through the front-side or enter an adjacent empty region
through the backside of the blanket-layer. The fractions of reflected and
transmitted neutrons/photons can be expressed by double-differential reflectionand transmission- coefficients respectively:
A(E -* E', Q -+ ft') = <&(£', £2')/<D(E, Q)

(2.2)

T(E -*• E", Q - • £2") = <&(£", £")/<&(£, £2)

(2.3)

where E, Q are the energy and angle of incidence respectively, E', £2' are the
energy and angle of reflection resp. and E", £2" are the energy and angle of
transmission respectively. The use of reflection- and transmission- coefficients
implies, that it is assumed that the neutrons/photons reenter at the same position
P where the original particle entered and that the transmitted particles leave at
a position P" at the backside that corresponds with P (i.e. P" and P lie on the
same normal to the surface). This implies that the lateral migration of the particles
inside the blanket-layers is neglected. Therefore, the method is only accurate if
6
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the dimensions of the torus are large compared to the migration-length of the
particles calculated. For the transmission coefficients it is in addition required
that the radial dimensions of the blanket layers are small compared to the torus
dimensions.
The reflected and transmitted particles leaving the surface will travel along straight
lines through the vacuum region until they reach the blanket surface at the other
side where they will contribute to the angular flux of particles on the blanket
surface there. Therefore the angular flux of scattered particles leaving the vacuum
region (at the opposite end of the lines of sight) can be given by:

& K),

(2.4)

where
J?' = L(Q, R) and £2' = H(Q, R),

(2.5)

expressing that the angular flux of particles per unit solid angle, entering the empty
region at the surface position R_ in the direction Q (with respect to the normal to
the surface at R), will leave the region at surface position R_ in the direction £V_
(with respect to the normal to the surface at £')• The functions L and H that
correlate /?' and Q' with /? and Q by line of sight, are geometrical functions that
depend on the shape of the torus. They are calculated numerically as part of the
ray-tracing process. Their accuracy therefore will depend on the fineness of the
spatial and angular discretisation.
The multiple reflected and transmitted angular-fluxes in the spatial- angular- mesh
are calculated in an iterative cycle: In each cycle the reflected and transmitted
fluxes are calculated from the incoming fluxes by applying the reflection- and
transmission- coefficients A and T, after which the incoming fluxes are calculated
from these by line of sight using the expressions (2.4) and (2.5). The accuracy
of the reflected and transmitted fluxes thus calculated will depend, apart from the
fineness of the spatial- and angular- mesh, on the fulfillment of the requirements:
that the torus dimensions are large compared to the migration-length of the
reflected and transmitted particles and that the thickness of the blanket layers
is small compared to the torus dimensions).
Under the same conditions with respect to the torus dimensions as above, the
scalar fluxes inside the blanket-layers can be calculated from the angular fluxes at
the blanket surface by the use of flux-kernels:

WP(E, r)= f dE' f
JE'

QP(E', £Q.KP(E' -> E, r, O).rf£2,

(2.6)

JO

where Kp is the scalar flux-kernel and the integration is performed over the angles
and energies of incidence of the particles entering the blanket surface.
The blanket-layers in our torus geometry are curved. Therefore the transmissioncoefficients and flux-kernels in the expressions 2.3 and 2.6, respectively, include
the geometrical attenuation which results from the curvature of the layers. To
enable the use of transmission-coefficients and flux-kernels calculated in slab
geometry, the geometrical attenuation is made explicit, defining a geometrical
attenuation-factor CP:
TP(E - • E", Q -+ Q") = TC(E - • E", Q - • Q").CP(rJ,
KP(E' -+ E,r,Q)
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where Tc and Kc depend on the blanket configuration C and not on the surface
position / \ a n d where CP (r) depends on the radial position r in the blanket-layer
at surface position P. The values for CP(r) are calculated by the program as the
ratios of the lateral mesh-area at the blanket surface to the lateral mesh-area at the
radial positions r. This definition of the geometrical attenuation factors takes care
that the neutron balance is correct. Their use is an approximation that is allowed
for the conditions specified above.
If blanket-layers become too thick, the use of the flux-kernels and transmissioncoefficients will result in distortion of the flux-distributions at larger depths. In
some cases this will be acceptable, as for example if one is interested only
in integral responses like breeding ratios, but it may be unacceptable in deeppenetration shielding-calculations where radiation streaming may occur.
The double-differential reflection- and transmission- coefficients and the doubledifferential flux-kernels are calculated with a discrete-ordinates code in onedimensional slab-geometry. They are calculated for each of the blanketconfigurations in the torus, and stored on a library file.
The use of ray-tracing for the particle transport inside the vacuum regions of the
torus, gives a large freedom in the description of the torus geometry and of the
poloidal/toroidal spatial mesh on the blanket surfaces.
In FURNACE(2) the vertical cross-section of the torus in defined by polygons of
arbitrary shape, which are rotated around the main torus axis to form the torussurfaces. These surfaces then are subdivided by a poloidal/toroidal- mesh on
which blanket regions are defined. For the blanket-regions blanket-configurations
are specified, each with its own radial build-up, that define the blanket-layers.

2.2 The angular discretisation
In the transition from FURNACE to FURNACE2 the angular discretisation is
unaltered.
The anisotropy of the angular-fluxes at the blanket surfaces is relatively
weak. Therefore, for the calculation of the double differential reflectionand transmission- coefficients and the flux-kernels with the one-dimensional
transport program ANISN-PT, a symmetric quadrature set can be applied with
a discretisation as normally applied for blanket calculations, i.e. S8 or perhaps
5i6, except that here we need a quadrature set for the whole unit sphere.
To obtain a good neutron balance with the ray-tracing however, a finer angular
mesh than this is required, especially in case the spatial source-density distribution
of the fusion neutrons is sharply peaked. The calculation of the line-of-sight
functions H and L (required for the multiple reflection/transmission calculation,
see section 2.1) must be performed in a finer angular mesh as well, especially if
the poloidal variation of the surface fluxes is large (i.e. if the torus has a small
aspect ratio or a large elongation).
Therefore, the quadrature set, used for the calculation of the reflection- and
transmission- coefficients and the flux-kernels with ANISN-PT, has to be
subdivided into a finer angular mesh for the application in FURNACE2 for the
transport calculations inside the vacuum regions. As the Sn quadrature sets are no
subsets of each other, a higher Sn set cannot be used for this finer mesh however.
Therefore, a modified quadrature set Fn is defined. Fn corresponds to the Sn
set, except that now the unit sphere is subdivided by meridians and parallels (see
figures 2.1 and 2.2). Now the mesh intervals of the Fn set can be subdivided
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into an arbitrary number of fine mesh intervals by just drawing an additional
number of meridians and parallels in each of the mesh intervals. The fine mesh
thus obtained is called F™ where m is the number of fine intervals in which each
interval of Fn is subdivided.
To preserve the neutron-balance the transformations from Sn to Fn and from Fn
to F™ should be performed such that the diffusion theory condition is preserved.
That is, for each of these sets it should hold that:

*./4, = 1/3,

(2.9)

M

where pM is the mesh-area on the unit sphere for direction QM and [iM is the
direction cosine for QM with respect to the normal to the surface. M is the
sequence number of the directions, representing the indices k, i (seefigure2.1).
For the Fn quadrature the hemisphere is subdivided in n levels by the parallels Jik,
(k = 1, n) with the level weights:
wk=]Ik-JIk_l,

(2.10)

where /I, = 0 and /Zn/2+i = 1.
The diffusion theory condition is fulfilled by requiring for the directional cosines
of the levels k:
wkj

3 /it - A**_I

(2.11)

where the integral is over the interval QIk^i, Jik).
The identity of the Fn and Sn quadrature sets is obtained by requiring:
H\.wk = M2k.Wk,

(2.12)

where M* and Wk are the cosines and level weights respectively for the Sn set.
Combining requirements 2.11 and 2.12 the Jik values are now defined by:
^ = ^-,+3.Mt2.W,.

(2.13)

Then the level weights wk are subdivided into the weights pki in the same ratio
as in the 5n-set:
Pkj.^-,
(2.14)
where the P*,/ are the directional weights for the Sn quadrature set.
Thus for the azimuthal boundaries we have:
(2.15)
The azimuthal coordinates for the discrete directions are defined as the average
4>-values for the intervals:
* w = (*w + * w - i ) A

(2-16)

To obtain the fine mesh F™ -set the levels k of Fn are subdivided into m fine levels
of equal area:
To fulfill the diffusion theory condition, /xf is defined as the average value of fi2
in level /:
3

3

(2.18)
3 & - fii-i
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Finally, the azimuthal fine-mesh boundaries are drawn equidistantly:
( * u - *,,,_,) = ($*,,• -**.,_,)/«,

(2.19)

Pij = Pk,t/m2,

(2.20)

so that:
with / e /: and j e i.
The coupling of the Sn and Fn quadrature sets by the expressions 2.12 and 2.14 is
not very strong (the /j,k and to* values are not necessarily identical to the Mk and
Wk values, respectively). Therefore, the user is free in choosing the Sn set without
disturbing the FURNACE quadrature.

10
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Figure 2.1 Fn and F™ discretisation.

Figure 2.2 Sn discretisation.
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2.3 The ray-tracing
In the transition from FURNACE to FURNACE2 the ray-tracing procedure has
not been changed, except that it is now also performed for vacuum regions in
between the successive blanket-layers.
As mentioned earlier, the ray-tracing simply implies the numerical integration of
the fusion neutron-source along lines of sight for an angular mesh for all positions
on the blanket surfaces, and the determination of the points of intersection of these
lines of sight with the blanket surfaces.
In our numerical model it is assumed that the fusion neutrons from the plasma
are emitted isotropically, which simplifies the line-integration. For plasmas with
neutral-beam injection this assumption is not correct however, and therefore,
depending on the requirements, this assumption may have to be abandoned in
future.
Starting from an analytical distribution-function for the neutron-source density
distribution of the plasma, a discrete source-distribution is derived by subdividing
the plasma with a discrete number of contour-lines. For each source region q, thus
obtained, the discrete source strength Sq is obtained by averaging the analytical
distribution over the region.
Thus the line integration (2.1) is performed by calculating the intersection points of
the lines of sight with the source region boundary-planes, then deriving the tracklength's lq in each source-region and then performing the following summation
over the source-regions:

Y«k<

(2-21)

where Q>D is the direct angular-flux in direction £2^ at wall position R.P. The
integration is performed for the fine angular-mesh F". Apart from the condition
of source isotropy, the accuracy of the integration will depend only on the number
of source regions specified. The angular fluxes thus obtained are then used to
calculate the scalar fluxes and currents as follows:
U'^(RP,

JD(RP)

QIJ),

= X)Pu^(O,.;)-*D(£p.aj).

(2.22)

(2-23)

U

where the summation is performed over all angles with positive /rvalue (i.e. over
all outward directions).
There is a problem here however: The definition of the discrete directions Qj
and their cosines fii by requiring fi[ = • / < ft2 > (see equations 2.11 and 2.14 in
chapter 2.2). This definition is based on the assumption that, in first-order, the
angular-fluxes are linear in /*, i.e. <J>0*) « 3>0 + <I>i£i. This in general holds for
scattered fluxes, but not for the unscattered fluxes we calculate here. Therefore,
to obtain correct values for the currents JD, we have to use < fi > here instead of

1 f
= < ^ >/=
/= — / fidfi = (ft + /T,_i)/2,

(2.24)

where the integration is over the interval Jtt_i, ft.
A consequence of the application of ray-tracing for the calculation of the angularfluxes is, that the conservation of neutrons is not automatically fulfilled, but only
12
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will become correct for a sufficiently fine angular-mesh. Therefore, a neutronbalance correction is introduced:

J2

(2.25)

where S is the neutron-yield of the plasma and the summation is over the torussurface (i.e. Yip AC//. = U is the torus-surface area). The ray-tracing is concluded
by multiplying the unscattered angular-fluxes, scalar-fluxes and currents by this
correction-factor, thus enforcing a correct neutron-balance. The user should
ensure that this neutron-balance correction is small by using a sufficiently large
fine-mesh parameter m.
The ray-tracing as described above, can be used for any geometry. The
FURNACE2 program, designed for calculations in toroidal geometries, assumes
that the blanket-surfaces and the plasma contour-lines have rotation-symmetry
around the main torus-axis. Therefore, the direct-flux distribution 3>D is the same
for all vertical torus cross-sections, and therefore is calculated for the poloidal
mesh-points in one vertical cross-section only. (The scattered angular fluxes,
however, also depend on the poloidal/toroidal coverage of the torus with blanket
configurations and therefore are calculated in a poloidal/toroidal mesh (see chapter
2.4).)
The analytical model for the neutron-source distribution and its numerical
discretisation as used in FURNACE2 are described in the user instruction B
of the FURNACE2 user-manual (see chapter 4). The development of the source
model included in the code, is based on work performed for NET and JET. It
may be replaced by the user with an other model if required. The model is fully
contained in the subroutine SOURCE which may be considered as a user-routine.

2.4 The multiple reflection/transmission calculation
The use of transmission-coefficients was added in the transition from FURNACE
to FURNACE2. The calculation of the multiple-reflected and transmitted fluxes
at the wall surfaces (i.e. the first-wall and the other blanket-surfaces) takes place
in a similar way as the calculation of the scattered fluxes in a Sn program, where
here the double-differential reflection- and transmission- coefficients play the role
of the scattering kernel.
To obtain the inward-directed fluxes (i.e. those with positive fx) for a wall positions
P, the outward-directed fluxes (i.e. those with negative /x) at that position are
required as well as the outward-directed fluxes at the backside position P" (each
blanket-layer having a front-side and a backside relative to the vacuum-region
in which the calculation is performed). These outward directed fluxes partly
originate directly from the plasma and partly from reflected- and transmittedfluxes at wall position P' at the other side of the lines of sight. Therefore, the
multiple reflection/transmission calculation is an iterative process.
The reflection- and transmission- coefficients are double-differential, that is
they are a function of the energy and angle of the incoming as well as
of the energy and angle of the reflected/transmitted particles. Therefore,
in the equation we have a 'self-reflection/transmission' component where the
reflected/transmitted- and the incident- particles are in the same energy-group,
and a 'down-reflection/transmission' component where the reflected/transmitted
particles are in a lower energy-group than the incident particles.

ECN-C-95-081
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Thus, if 3>w is the calculated angular-flux after N iterations, we can write:
$>N(G,M,P)

= ®D(G,M,P) + HL{RN-1(G,M',P')+
(2.26)
N
> G, M" -> M', P').<& -\G, M", P') +
M"

Y^ T(G -*• G, M" -» M', P").$N-\G,

M", P")},

M"

where for the 'down-reflection/transmission component R we have:
RN~\G,M',P')

=

(2.27)
G-l

= J^{J2 A(G' -+ G, M" -> M', P').®"-1 (G\ M", P') +
G'=l U"

] T T(G' - • G, M" -» M', P").®N-l(G', M", P")},
M"

where O(G', M", P1) and $(G', M", P") are the converged fluxes in the higher
energy-groups calculated before. As indices we have the energy-group G, the
direction M and the position P on the wall. M" and M' are the directions of
incidence and reflection, respectively, at wall position P' or the directions of
incidence and transmission, respectively, at the wall position P" on the backside.
The reflection- and transmission- coefficients (A and T) depend on the blanketconfiguration and T is corrected for the radius of curvature of the blanket-surface
(see chapter 2.1).
The operator HL effectuates that the coordinates M', P' are transformed to the
coordinates M, P by line of sight, using the discrete functions H and L as defined
in chapter 2.1. H and L are calculated as part of the ray-tracing process (see
chapter 2.3) and stored in a 'mapping'-array, which then is consulted during the
multiple reflection/transmission calculation.
The equation (2.26) is solved for the same fine angular mesh F™ as is used for the
ray-tracing. The reflection- and transmission- coefficients used, are defined in the
course Sn-mesh (see chapter 2.6). Therefore, to use these, we have to define the
relation between the fine-mesh angular-fluxes and the coarse-mesh angular-fluxes,
which is not so simple as it it looks:
The reflection- and transmission- coefficients are derived from the angular-fluxes
at the left-hand boundary of the first radial-mesh and the angular-fluxes at the
right-hand boundary of the last radial-mesh, respectively. In ANISN the angularfluxes at the mesh-boundaries are not really angular-fluxes but the angular-currents
divided by the corresponding /^.-values, which is not the same for a finite angularmesh:
f . n.(b(n^\du.

I _ d>fr/.W//.
(2.28)

Therefore, we can use these reflection- and transmission- coefficients derived
from ANISN fluxes only if we define the angular-fluxes in the Fn quadrature in
the same way, i.e. as the average currents divided by the average fi. Thus the
incident angular-fluxes in the coarse angular-mesh intervals it, i are calculated
from the angular-fluxes in the fine angular-mesh intervals /, j as follows:

where the index -I- signifies that the flux is in a direction with positive /x,
/xk = < fi >k= QZk +7**-i)/2« and fii =< \i >/ as in equation (2.24).
ECN-C-95-081
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Next, to derive the reflected/transmitted angular-fluxes in the fine mesh from the
reflected/transmitted angular-fluxes in the course mesh, we assume that inside
each coarse angular interval k, i the angular-flux is constant:
= <*>*-,..

(2.30)

This therefore is an additional assumption required for the numerical method
used.
The next point to tackle in using the reflection/transmission- coefficients from
ANISN is, that the M*-values of the Sn quadrature for which they are defined are
not necessarily identical to the /^-values of the Fn quadrature for which they are
used. This is solved by correcting the reflection- and transmission- coefficients as
follows:

AF(k!, i' -* k, i) = As(k's i' -> k, i).—.—
Mf

(2.31)

fik

and
TF(k', /' -» k, i) = Ts(k', i' -> k, i). {£-._*,
(2.32)
where the indices F and S refer to the Fn and Sn quadrature set respectively, and
where fik=< fi >k.

Taking the above into account, the equation (2.26) to be solved is written as
follows:
^ ( G , Mn, P) = <$>D(G,Mn,P) + HL{RN-\G,M',P')+
(2.33)
N l
J2AF(G^> G, M" -*• M', P').® - (G, M", P') +
M"

' TF(G -*• G, M" -*• M', P").<PN~\G,

M", P")},

M"

where:
G-l

N l

R - (G, M', P') = J ^ { ^ A F ( G ' -*- G>M" -*•M'< P')-®N~l(G, M", P') +
G'=l

M"

Yl TF(G' - • G, M" - • M', P").<S>N~l(G, M", PM)}(2.34)
and
<PN(G, M, P) =

V pMn.iiMn.®N{G,

Mn, P),

(2.35)

and the reflection- and transmission- coefficients:
AF{G' -> G, M" -> M', P') =
AS(G' - • G', M" - • M', P').—.—,

(2.36)

Mw IXM.
and
7>(G' - • G, M" -+ M', P") =
C(IM, P"). THG' -> G, M" - • M'). ££-.—,
(2.37)
MM" Mw
where the index C refers to the blanket-configuration, and C(IM, P") is the
correction for the local curvature of the blanket-surface at the last radial mesh
interval / = IM (see chapter 2.1 equation 2.8). C(/, P) is defined as:
C(I, P) = U{\, P)/U(I, P),
ECN-C-95-081
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where U(J, P) is the lateral area of the spatial mesh at radial interval I. P refers
to the toroidal/poloidal mesh cell (ITP, IPP), where ITP and IPP are the
toroidal- and poloidal- mesh numbers, respectively. The angular index Mn refers
to the fine mesh F™ and M refers to the coarse mesh Fn.
The above careful definition of the fluxes and coefficients was required to obtain
a correct neutron-balance.
The currents at the first-wall and other blanket-surface positions are calculated as:
, M, P)

(2.39)

J~(G, P) = ^ pu.nu.<lr(G, M, P),

(2.40)

M

and
M

where the indices +/— signify that the current and the flux are for positive/negative
(A, value, respectively. As inside the plasma-chamber and other vacuum regions
no absorption and no scatter processes occur, it should hold for each energygroup that the outward leakage (i.e. the surface integrated outward current) is
equal to the inward leakage. However, as the multiple-reflection/transmission
calculation is performed by a line-of-sight method, the conservation of particles
is not automatically met, but will depend on the number of discrete angles and
wall-positions used. Therefore here, as in the ray-tracing calculation, a balance
correction is required:
T,PJ-(G,P).AUP
Yip J+(G, P).AUP
For each energy-group G the multiple-reflection calculation is concluded by
multiplying all the outward fluxes and currents with this factor bR(G). As with the
ray-tracing, it is advised here too to perform a number of test-runs with increasing
fineness of mesh until an acceptable balance-correction is obtained. See chapter
4 ,user instruction F.
Convergence of the iterative solution of equation (2.33) is obtained if for all
positions P the following condition holds:

Here <i>(G, P), the total scalar-flux, is obtained by summing the angular-fluxes in
the fine mesh:
<I>(G, P) = £ / > , , „ . * ( G , Mm, P).
(2.43)
The multiple-reflection/transmission calculation described converges much faster
than normally is the case in a multiple-scatter calculation with an Sn transport
program. Therefore no method to improve the convergence has been developed.
The multiple-reflection calculation method as described, can be applied to any
shape of the torus. As already mentioned in chapter 2.3 the FURNACE2 program
assumes rotation symmetry around the main torus axis for the plasma, the
first-wall and all other blanket-surfaces, and therefore, the unscattered fluxes
are calculated in one vertical cross-section of the torus only. However, the
torus surfaces are subdivided in poloidal/toroidal regions with different blanketconfigurations. As these blanket-configurations have different reflection- and
16
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transmission- coefficients, the multiple-reflection calculation of the scatteredfluxes is performed in a poloidal/toroidal mesh. Thus equation (2.33) is solved
for a torus-sector, bound by two vertical planes that pass through the main torusaxis and which are assumed to be symmetry planes. Therefore, the index P in
the above equations refers to the mesh points in a poloidal/toroidal mesh of a
torus sector, i.e. P = (JPP, ITP), where IPP and ITP are the poloidal- and
toroidal- coordinates, respectively (see figure 4.3 in chapter 4.6).

2.5 The flux-kernel integration
The radial-flux distributions ^(7) in the blanket-layers are calculated by a kernelintegration of the outward angular-fluxes on the front-side and backside of the
blanket-layers:

G'=l

M

J2 *«?', M, P").KF(G' - • G, I", P", M)},

(2.44)

M

where P and P" are the corresponding poloidal/toroidal mesh-points at the frontside and the backside respectively, / is the radial mesh-point inside the blanketlayer as seen from the front-side and / " the radial mesh-point as seen from the
backside (i.e / " = IM — 7 + 1, where IM is the number of radial mesh intervals
in the blanket-configuration). Furthermore G is the energy group and M the
coarse-mesh angle. The difference between FURNACE and FURNACE2 here is
that in FURNACE there is only a component from the front-side.
As is the case for the transmission-coefficients the flux-kernels have to be corrected
for the transition from Sn -quadrature to the Fn -quadrature and for the local
curvature of the blanket-layer (see chapter 2.1 equation 2.7 and chapter 2.4
equations 2.36, 2.37 and 2.38):
KF(G' -> G, /, P, M) = C{I, P).KS{G' -> G, 7, P, M).^-.

(2.45)

The conditions that are required to obtain accurate results with this flux-kernel
integration method are already discussed in chapter 2.1. The lateral buckling of the
scalar-fluxes should be small. This normally is the case if the blanket surfaces are
smoothly curved and the blanket-configurations do not differ much in attenuation
properties and are not too thick. If sharp edges in the surfaces occur or if adjacent
blanket-configurations largely differ in composition or are too thick, the results
should be interpreted with care.

2.6 Calculation of the reflection- and transmissioncoefficients
The double-differential reflection- and transmission- coefficients and the fluxkernels are calculated in slab geometry with a one-dimensional transport program.
For this purpose we used an adapted version of the ANISN program, called
ANISN-PT (see chapter 5).
In most existing ID (cylinder geometry)- and 2D- transport programs the
calculations are performed for the hemisphere and therefore only require the
real components of the associated spherical harmonics [6]. Our calculations have
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to be performed for the whole unit-sphere however, as the incoming- and the
reflected/transmitted particles may lie in opposite hemispheres, and therefore we
need the imaginary components here as well.
If the polynomials are normalised according to[6], that is if we have:
+i

P, fa) =J2pim(Q)-

p m

* (£)

(2.46)

P/"(Q) = # ? ( £ ) +1.//" (£)

(2.47)

m=~l

where
and the conjugate complex
/F"(Q) = R?(Q) - ».//" (£),

(2.48)

where /x = cos 6 with 9 the polar angle ( see figure 2.4), then we can write for
the real and imaginary parts of the spherical harmonics expansion of the angular
fluxes:
JJ* (G) = (2/ + 1) £ pu<tfM{G)RT(Shi)
(2-49)
M

f/m(G) = -(21+ 1) J>tf*«((y)/"(aif).

(2.50)

M

where <J>M(G) is the angular-flux, pM is the weight of direction QM and the
summation is over the discrete directions M.
Using this expansion, the scatter-term D in the transport equation [5] becomes:
D(G, «) = £

G

^[

L

(2.51)

with the Legendre expansion of the scattering cross-section:

E;(G' ->G) = l-±± [ •£(fx)P1(fz)dn.

(2.52)

A new geometry option was introduced in ANISN-PT that effects a slab-geometry
calculation with angular quadrature in the unit sphere, to be used for our
reflection/transmission-coefficient calculations. In that case the program prepares
both the real and the imaginary component of the associated harmonics Rf and //",
and uses the expressions 2.49,2.50 and 2.51 for the calculation of the scatter-term
in the transport equation. Further details of the ANISN-PT program are given in
chapter 5.

2.7 Fluxes for external points and external directions
Apart from the fluxes for the mesh-points on the first-wall and other blanketsurfaces the angular- and scalar-fluxes are also calculated for a number of 'external
points'. These external-points are positions inside the vacuum-regions that are
specified by input. For these points the ray-tracing is performed for a fine angular
mesh with the unit vector h (see figure 2.3) pointing vertically. The scattered-flux
contributions are calculated from the reflected/transmitted fluxes at the blanketsurfaces by line-of-sight in the same way as in equation 2.26. This option was
introduced in FURNACE2 for calculation of the foil-activation in the irradiationpositions at JET[7].
18
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*- P

Figure 2.3 Angular coordinates used by FURNACE2. The unit vector it is normal to
the first-wall whereas p and i are in the poloidal and toroidal direction,
respectively.

Figure 2.4 Angular coordinates used by ANISN-PT. The calculation is along the X-axis.
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A second addition to FURNACE2 was the calculation of the angular-fluxes along
'external-rays', i.e. directions pointing from a focus-point towards the torus that
are specified by input. The direct and reflected/transmitted flux contributions are
calculated for these directions as seen from the focus-point. The calculation is
performed in the same way as for the external points. This option was introduced
for calculation of the fluxes as seen by the collimators of the profile-monitors at
JET[8].

20
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3. DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM SYSTEM
The FURNACE2 program system consists of the programs FURNACE2, ANISNPT, LIBRA2 and PREANI. The data flow between the different programs is given
schematically in figure 3.1.
PREANI processes neutron- and y -transport cross-section data in materialorganised FIDO-format into the group-organised binary file used by ANISN-PT.
PREANI uses the cross-section routines taken from ANISN.
The group cross-sections for JET were produced with the processing program
TRAMDC[9] from the MAT175(JEF/EFF1) library[10] (which is in VITAMIN-J
group-structure).
ANISN-PT is a modified version of the ANISN program [5],[11]. It produces
the NAF-, NTF- and NT- files for LIBRA2. These files contain the left-boundary
outward angular-fluxes, the right-boundary outward angular-fluxes, and the scalar
flux-distributions, respectively, for all energies and angles of incidence. For each
blanket-configuration, present in the geometry to be calculated with FURNACE2,
a set of these files must be produced.
LIBRA2 processes the NAF- NTF- and NT-files into the double-differential
reflection-coefficients, the double-differential transmission-coefficients and the
double-differential flux-kernels for each of the blanket-configurations and places
them in group-organised form on the blanket-library files FALB, FTRA and FFLX
respectively, which are used by FURNACE2. LIBRA2 also can maintain this
library set by adding, replacing or removing blanket-configurations.
FURNACE2 performs the ray-tracing in the toroidal geometry using the blanketlibrary files FALB, FTRA and FFLX, and if reaction-rates are required, the crosssection file CRS.
At JET the input for FURNACE2 is prepared with the preprocessor program
SCRIPTER[12]. It processes a pre-input file into a regular input file for
FURNACE2. The pre-input file is a regular input file in which however shellvariables may be used in place of actual input values. SCRIPTER will read the
actual values for these shell-variables from input and then will introduce them
into the FURNACE2 input file. At JET all data for the torus-geometry etc. are
introduced into the pre-input file as fixed values, whereas the plasma parameters
etc. are introduced as shell-variables, which then are specified separately in the
SCRIPTER input. In this way the use of the FURNACE2 program by the JET
neutronics staff has been much simplified.
At JET the input arrays that describe the vertical torus cross-section are produced
with a separate geometry program JETGEO.
The fluxes and responses calculated by FURNACE2 are written to the files SNAP
and EXRAY. The general flux output-file FURR is temporarily not in use.
The SNAP-files are intermediary files which are used to introduce the FURNACE2
results into the SNAP data processing system[13] which is used by the neutrondiagnostic group at JET. They contain the neutron/}/ spectra for a number of
external positions (i.e. the KN2 irradiation positions[7]), for a number of external
rays (i.e. the KN3 lines of sight[8]) and averaged neutron/y spectra for a number
of first-wall regions. With the interactive program SNAP these spectra can be
further analysed to obtain detector- responses etc.
The EXRAY-file contains the direct- and backscatter- components of the fluxspectra as seen by the different KN3 channels. The file is used at JET by the
ECN-C-95-081
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KN3SPEC program to calculate the backscatter fractions for each channel for
different threshold settings of the KN3 detectors.
In the original FURNACE system a plotter program DRAWER was included to
process the fluxes on the FURR-file. DRAWER is not included in FURNACE2
as the data processing at JET is performed with SNAP.

22
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Description of program system
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Figure 3.1 Flow diagramfor the FURNACE2 system.
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4. FURNACE2 USERS MANUAL
4.1 General program description
FURNACE2 is a ray-tracing code that performs neutron- and photon- transport
calculations for application to toroidal thermonuclear reactors and experiments.
FURNACE2 is an extension of the FURNACE program which originally was
designed for blanket-neutronics studies [1]. The extensions were required for
application of the program to the neutron-diagnostics at the JET experiment
[14-16].
The vertical cross-section of the torus is described by a number of polygons, each
polygon enclosing the previous one. These polygons are covered with blanketconfigurations in a toroidal-poloidal mesh, such that annular blanket-layers are
formed. Inside the inner polygon and in between the successive blanket-layers
are void regions. In FURNACE only one blanket-layer was allowed. The option
for specifying several successive blanket-layers was introduced in FURNACE2,
for modelling the in-vessel components, the vacuum-vessel and the main torusstructure of JET, each as a separate layer.
The plasma source-distribution is described by a set of parametric equations, and
is represented numerically by a number of polygons that define regions of constant
source-strength.
The angular neutron- and y- fluxes at the toroidal-poloidal mesh-points on the
first-wall are calculated in an iterative cycle, by ray-tracing and reflection- and
transmission- calculations successively; using double-differential reflection- and
transmission-coefficients for the surrounding blanket configurations. The flux
distribution inside the blanket-layers is then calculated from the first-wall angular
fluxes using the flux-kernels.
In addition, FURNACE2 performs the following calculations:
a. For additional points in the void-regions, the scalar-fluxes are calculated by
ray-tracing (using the angular first-wall fluxes calculated before). This option
is used at JET for the foil irradiation-positions(KN2).
b. For additional directions at specified points in the void-regions, the angularfluxes are calculated by ray-tracing. This option is used at JET to calculate
the expected responses and background radiation fields for the profilemonitors(KN3).
A detailed description of the numerical approach and a discussion of the accuracy
of the method are given in chapter 2.
The reflection- and transmission-coefficients and the flux-kernels are provided
by the LIBRA2 program on the files FALB, FTRA and FFLX respectively (see
chapter 6).
The group-organized reaction cross-section file CRS can be provided by the
PREANI program (see chapter 7). Cross-sections are only required if reactionrates have to be calculated.
The results are written to the output files FURR, EXRAY and SNAP. The general
flux output file FURR is not implemented at the moment. It is replaced by the
SNAP file that is used to transfer the results to the SNAP data base at JET, and the
EXRAY file that is used by the KN3SPEC program.
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4.2 Disk files required
a Input files
unit 01
unit 02
unit 03
unit 04

reflection-coefficient library.
transmission-coefficient library.
flux-kernel library.
group organised reaction cross-section
library (same format as used by ANISN).
input file.

unformatted
unformatted
unformatted
unformatted

2*
2
3
4

formatted

all

b Output files
unit 06 OUTPUT
unit 12 FURR
unit 15 EXRAY
unit 16 SNAP
unit 21 PLOT

print output.
flux-output file (temporarily not in use).
KN3 angular-flux file for JET.
SNAP-fileforJET.
geometry plot-file.

formatted
unformatted
unformatted
formatted
formatted

all
no
2
2
all

c Temporaryr files
unit 09 MAPP
unit 10 MAPF
unit 11 FTOT
unit 17 FLUX
unit 18 RFLUX
unit 13 BLRR
unit 14 BLFL

mapping table for external flux-points.
mapping table for first-wall positions.
first-wall scalar fluxes.
first-wall angular incoming fluxes.
first-wall angular reflected fluxes.
blanket reaction rate file (if NRM ^ 0).
blanket scalar-flux file (if NRM 4 0).

unformatted
unformatted
unformatted
unformatted
unformatted
unformatted
unformatted

1,2
1,2
1,2
2,3
2
4
3/

unit 05

FALB
FTRA
FFLX
CRS
INPUT

* calculation steps for which the file is required (see instruction A), 'all' means
that the file is required for all steps.
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4.3 Input FURNACE2
The capitals between brackets () refer to the user-instructions in chapter 4.6.
I TITLE format 4(A60), the four lines of the TITLE will be used to provide the
SNAP file with a short specification of the FURNACE2 calculation performed.
II INTEGER INPUT VARIABLES (List directed)
a Mode of calculation
1 LIM memory space available in common block (J).
(LIM < 0: print of input data and of assessed geometry data,
produce geometry plots. No calculation is performed).
2 IST1 yes( 1) or no(0) calculation of direct fluxes (A).
3 IST2 yes( 1) or no(0) calculation of scattered fluxes (A).
4 IST3 yes(l) or no(0) calculation of fluxes in blankets (A).
5 IST4 yes(l) or no(0) calculation of reaction-rates in blankets (A).
b Problem dimensions
6

ISYM

7

NTOR

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

NGR
IFGR
ILGR
NSCT
ML(1)
ML(2)
NST

15

NOT

16

NTIT

17 NCIM
18
19

26

NPP
NTP

midplane is yes(l) or no(0) symmetry plane for plasma and
torus (B,C1)
(ISYM=1: geometry input for plasma and torus is required
for upper half only).
number of sectors in which the torus is subdivided (C2)
(NTOR=0: rotation-symmetry around the main torus-axis,
will result in a 2D-calculation).
number of energy groups in group structure.
first energy group of calculation.
last energy group of calculation (ILGR < NGR ).
maximum number of reflection iterations performed.
two options for fine mesh used for the ray-tracing (D).
number of contour-lines to describe the neutron-source
distribution in the plasma (B).
number of poloidal-mesh regions (Cl)
(each corresponds with a side of the first-wall polygon).
number of toroidal-mesh regions (C2)
(NTIT < 0: the regions are torus sectors, i.e. the region
boundaries are planes through the main torus axis).
maximum number of sides of the polygons that describe the
source contour-lines and the first-wall(B.Cl).
total number of poloidal mesh-intervals (Cl).
total number of toroidal mesh-intervals in sector (C2).
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20
21
22
23

KAP
NBT
NBST
NRAY

24

NVAC

25
26
27

NIL
Nil
NRM

28

NX

aperture-angle index for blanket penetrations (E).
number of torus-zones on first-wall (C3).
number of combined torus-zones on first-wall (C3).
number of external rays for which angular flux-spectra
are wanted (L).
number of external points (in vacuum) for which scalarfluxes and reaction rates (o-.O) are wanted (K).
(NVAC > 0: fine mesh ML(2) is used for calculation,
NVAC < 0: fine mesh ML(1) is used for calculation.)
number of reaction x. section sets from x. sec.-library(H).
number of reaction x. section sets from input (H).
number of reaction-isotope mixes specified in MK-table(G).
(NRM=0: no reaction-rates will be calculated for the blankets.)
maximum number of isotopes in each mix in MIX-table(G).

c Dimensions for reaction x. section library (H)
29
30

MTP
IHM

number of x. section sets.
table length.
(the number of energy-groups on the group-organised
library must be at least equal to ELGR.)

d Dimensions for the blanket-libraries (i.e. the
transmission-coefficient and flux-kernel libraries)®.
31
32

ISN
NBL

reflection-coefficient,

order of angular quadrature.
number of blanket configurations.
(NBL=0: no library used, e.g. for test run (LIM < 0) or
if only the direct-fluxes are calculated,
NBL>0: first group corresponds with the first energygroup IG=1,

33

IMM

NBL<0: first group corresponds with the first energygroup calculated IG= IFGR.)
maximum number of radial mesh-intervals in blankets.

34

IZM

maximum number of radial material zones in blankets.

e Output specification
35
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NPRT

printout options (see chapter 4.4):
NPRT=0: all angular- and scalar-fluxes and r. rates printed,
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36

NPLT

37

NPLH

38

ML

NPRT=1: no angular first-wall fluxes printed,
NPRT=2: no flux and reaction-rate output per mesh-interval,
NPRT=3: both NPRT=1 and NPRT=2.
number of vertical torus cross sections to be plotted (N)
(NPLT>0: first-wall and blankets are plotted,
(NPLT>0 but NBL=O: only first-wall is plotted,
NPLT<0: only first-wall is plotted.)
horizontal projection plots of torus(N):
NPLH=0: no horizontal cross-section plotted,
NPLH=1: top-view is plotted,
NPLH=2: top- and bottom-view is plotted.
ML>0: not used.
ML<0: NH=/ML/, number of poloidal positions for which
the ray-tracing data fit into one IBM-record on disk.
If the record-length is not restricted use IhlL=0,
in which case NH is calculated by the code to fit
the available memory space LIM (for CRAY).

f Test printout options:
39

ITST

ITST=0:
ITST=1:
ITST=2:
ITST=3:
ITST=4:
ITST=5:

no test printout,
print of torus-geometry- and mapping-arrays,
print of ray-tracing performance parameters,
print of reflection-coefficients read from library,
print of blanket-geometry arrays,
print of reaction x. sections read from library.

Ill RAY TRACING, Test Range if ITST=2 (List directed)
1 IXPB
2 IXPL
3 IXMB
4 EXML

5 DCSB
6

28

DCSL

first poloidal position,
last poloidal position,
first fine-mesh direction,
last fine-mesh direction,
first intersected contour-line,
last intersected contour-line.
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IV REAL INPUT VARIABLES (List directed)
a Convergence (F)
1

EPSN

convergence criterion for multiple reflection calculation.

b Torus parameters (Cl)
2
3
4
5

6

RT
AT
BT
CT

major torus-radius (in meters).
minor horizontal torus-radius (in meters).
minor vertical torus-radius (in meters).
triangularity of torus (in radians).
(AT 7^ 0: first-wall polygon is calculated by the code
with a parametric equation, using the above parameters.
AT = 0: coordinates for first-wall polygon given by input.
In the last case RT=0 is allowed.)
XBLO blanket-thickness for toroidal/poloidal regions for
which IBL(IT,IC)=0 (C4).

c Plasma-shape parameters (B)
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

RP
ZP
AP
E0
El
CP
ESH

major plasma-radius (in meters).
rigid vertical plasma-shift (in meters).
minor horizontal plasma-radius (in meters).
ellipticity (B/A) at plasma centre.
ellipticity (B/A) at plasma boundary.
triangularity of plasma (in radians).
radial plasma-shift parameter.
(AP ~£ 0: the contour polygons are calculated by the code
with a parametric equation, using the above parameters.
AT = 0: coordinates for contour polygons are given by input.
In the last case RP=0 is allowed.)

d Plasma-source parameters (B)
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PFUS

15
16

TPI
ENI

17

ETI

fusion power in MW, assuming DT-plasma
(PFUS < 0: neutron yield of plasma in s"1).
maximum ion temperature (in keV)
peaking exponent for ion-density distribution.
(ENI=0: the ion-density distribution is flat over whole plasma.
peaking exponent for ion-temperature distribution.
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18
19

RRE
BET

(ETI=0: the ion-temp, distribution is flat over whole plasma.
parameter R (in keV1/2) for «7V>-expression.
parameter/? (inkeV" 1 )for«rV>-expression.
(AP ^ 0: the source density distribution S(NST) is
calculated by the code using the <a V>-expression.
AP = 0: S(NST) is read from input and normalised using PFUS.

e Plot-dimensions for vertical torus cross-section
20
21
22
23

30

SCLE
RMX
ZMN
ZMX

scale of plot (cm/meter of torus).
maximum radial dimension of torus (m).
maximum depth of torus below midplane (m).
maximum height of torus above midplane (m).
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V INPUT ARRAYS (List directed)
a Geometry- and discretisation-arrays
1

NCS(NST)

2

S(NST)

3
4

RC(NCIM+1,NST),
ZC(NCIM+1,NST)

5
6

RCT(NCIT+1),
ZCT(NCIT+1)

7

TAU(NTIT+1,

Ncrr+i)
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8

NPD(NCIT)

9

NTD(NTIT,NCIT)

10

L(NPP)

11

IBT(NTIT,NCIT)

12

IBL(NTTr,NCIT)

13

IBS(NBT)

number of sides of each of the polygons used as
source-region boundaries (B).
source density distribution in arbitrary units
(onlyifAP = 0)(B).
coordinates of the polygons used as source-region
boundaries (in meters), relative to the plasma centreline (RRZP). (only if AP = 0)(B).
coordinates of the first-wall polygon relative to
the torus centre-line (RT,ZT=0). The sides of the
first-wall polygon are poloidal mesh-regions.
(onlyifAT = 0)(Cl,C6).
toroidal coordinates of the toroidal mesh-region
boundaries (in radians).(only if NTOR ^ 0)
If NTIT < 0 only TAU(NTIT+1) is required(C2).
Please note the option for interpolation of the
r-values, useful for boundary-planes not
passing through the main torus-axis(C2).
number of mesh intervals in each of the poloidal
mesh-regions. The sum must be equal to NPP.(C1,C6)
number of mesh intervals in each of the toroidal
mesh-regions, (only if NTOR ^ 0)
For each IC-value (1 < IC < NCIT) the sum must be
equal to NTP (C2).
If NTIT < 0 only NTD(NTIT) is required(C2).
fine angular-mesh option for ray tracing:
if L(IP)=1 then ML(1) is used for IP,
if L(IP)=2 then ML(2) is used for IP(1<IP<NPP),(F,D).
torus-zone number for each of the toroidal/
poloidal mesh-regions (C3,C6). It is not required
to use all the NBT torus-zone numbers,
blanket id-number for each of the toroidal/
poloidal mesh-regions (C3,C6),(I).
(IBL(IT,IC)=0: region is transparent for all angles,
IBL(IT,IC)<0: region is a penetration through
the blanket with an aperture angle of which the
cosine to the normal is /x=MU(KAP).)
number of the combined torus-zone for each of the
torus-zones (as specified in IBT(-,-)).(C3)
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14

ITPL(NPLT)

15

ENB(NGR)

16

SPEC(NGR)

17

MU(NTH)

18

P(MMH))

19

IMU(NBT)

Use IBS(I)=0 if zone number I is not used in IBT(-,-)
the toroidal-mesh regions for which a vertical torus
cross-section will be plotted.(only if NPLT^O).
energy-group boundaries in eV (B).
energy spectrum of fusion neutron-source in
arbitrary units (B).
direction-cosines for the angular-quadrature used
(NTH=ISN/2).(D)
direction-weights for the angular-quadrature used
(MMH=ISN*(ISN+2)/4).(D)
number of radial mesh-intervals for each toruszone for which fluxes and reaction-rates are wanted
in the printed output.
(IMU(I)< 1: results for this zone are printed
for the first-wall only.)(C5)

b Arrays for reaction cross-section input, (only required if IST4 ^ 0)
20 MAT(NIL)
material number for each reaction-isotope to be read
from the x. section library.(only if NIL^ 0)(H)
table position for each reaction-isotope to be read
21 IHR(NIL)
from the x. section library.(only if NIL^ 0)(H)
22 CRR(NGR,NII) reaction cross-sections by input in barns.
(onlyifNII#0)(H)
c Arrays required for reaction-rate calculation, (only required if IST4 ^ 0 and
NRM ^ 0)
23 AD(NIT+1,
atomic density (in 10 24 cnr 3 ) of the NIT
IZM.NBL)
(=NIL+NII) isotopes and the total atomic density in
the radial zones of each blanket in the
blanket library.(only if NBL # 0)(G)
24 IRTA(NRM)
reaction type for each mix.(G)
25 MIX(NX,NRM) isotope id-numbers / of mix components
( 1</<NRM). (G)
26 WR(NX,NRM) weights of mix components.(G)
d Coordinates and direction-cosines for external rays
(only required if NRAY ^ 0). (L)
27 RRAY(NRAY) radial coordinates of focus-point (meters).
28 ZRAY(NRAY) vertical coordinates of focus-point (meters),
29 TRAY(NRAY) toroidal coordinates of focus-point (radians),
30 ARAY(NRAY) direction cosines a to the horizontal,
31 GRAY(NRAY) direction cosines y to the vertical.
e Coordinates of the external (flux-)positions. (only required if NVAC ^ 0) (K)
32 RVAC(NVAC) radial coordinates of external-positions (meters).
33 ZVAC(NVAC) vertical coordinates of external-positions (meters).
34 TVAC(NVAC) toroidal coordinates of external-positions (radians).
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VI CHARACTER-STRING INPUT (List directed)
a reaction isotope names if IST4=1 (G).
1 NAME(NIT) isotope names (max. 10 characters.)
b specifications for SNAP file at JET (M).
2 SPF(NBST) descriptions for combined torus-zones (max. 60 ch.)
3 SPR(NRAY) descriptions for external rays (max. 60 ch.)
4 SPV(NVAC) descriptions for external positions (max. 60 ch.)
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4.4 Content of printed output
The amount of printed output is determined by the input-parameters NPRT and
NRM. For the calculations at JET the print-output is kept to a minimum as the
results are mainly analysed through the SNAP data-system and the KN3SPEC
program. The print-output, then, is only used to check the input data and the
convergence and accuracy of the calculations. For blanket studies a more detailed
printout may be required. The printed output is organised as follows:
A Input- and derived-parameters:
1. integer input parameters,
2. real input parameters,
3. blank common required for each calculation-step.
B Input- and derived- arrays:
1.
2.
3.
4.

real- and integer- input-arrays,
source parameters derived from input,
geometry parameters derived from input,
angular mesh-data derived from input.

C Output for ray-tracing calculation:
1. ray-tracing output for external-rays,
2. ray-tracing output for external-points,
3. ray tracing output for first-wall mesh-points.
D Direct (i.e. unscattered) first-wall fluxes:
1. angular fluxes for mesh-points (if NPRT = 0 or 2),
2. scalar fluxes for mesh-points (if NPRT = 0 or 1),
3. scalar flux-averages for blanket-regions,
4. outward current-averages for blanket-regions,
5. outward energy-current averages for blanket-regions,
6. first-wall area of blanket-regions,
7. scalar flux-averages for combined blanket-regions,
8. outward current-averages for combined blanket-regions,
9. outward energy-current averages for combined blanket-regions, item[10.]
first-wall area of combined blanket-regions.
E Output for multiple-reflection calculation:
1. Maximum flux deviation and neutron-balance for each energy-group.
F Total (i.e. unscattered + scattered) first-wall fluxes:
1. scalar fluxes for mesh-points (if NPR T = 0 or 1),
2. scalar flux-averages for blanket-regions,
3. outward current-averages for blanket-regions,
34
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

inward current-averages for blanket-regions,
outward energy-current averages for blanket-regions,
first-wall areas of blanket-regions,
scalar flux-averages for combined blanket-regions,
outward current-averages for combined blanket-regions,
inward current-averages for combined blanket-regions,
outward energy-current averages for combined blanket-regions,
first-wall area for combined blanket-regions.

G Angular fluxes for external rays:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

direct (i.e. unscattered) angular fluxes,
backscatter angular fluxes,
total (i.e. direct+backscattered) fluxes,
energy-integrated total angular fluxes,
energy-integrated backscatter angular fluxes,
fraction of energy-integrated backscatter ang. fluxes.

H Scalar fluxes for external points:
1. direct (i.e. unscattered) fluxes,
2. scattered fluxes,
3. total (i.e direct+scattered) fluxes.
I Blanket dimensions:
1. radial mesh-intervals for blankets,
2. volumes of radial-zones in blanket-regions,
3. volumes of radial-zones in combined blanket-regions.
J Scalar fluxes in blanket-regions:
The four following items for each energy-group:
1. full scalar-flux distribution (if NPRT = 0 or 1),
2. radial distribution of fluxes averaged over blanket-regions,
3. radial distribution of fluxes averaged over combined blanket-regions,
4. fluxes averaged over radial-zones for blanket-regions,
5. fluxes averaged over radial-zones for combined blanket-regions.
K Balance tables for blanket-regions and for system.
L Isotopic reaction-rates for external points.
M Reaction rates for mixtures in blankets (if NRM ^ 0):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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full reaction-rate distribution (if NPRT = 0 or 1),
radial distribution of reaction-rates averaged over blanket-regions,
radial distr. of reaction-rates averaged over combined blanket-regions,
reaction-rates averaged over radial-zones,
reaction-rates averaged over radial-zones for blanket-regions.
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4.5 Disk-file dimensions
The record lengths and the size of the unformatted files on disk may be useful
when running on the IBM-3090. Therefore the structure of the unformatted files
is given below:
A LIBRARY FILES:
Name

Array

FALB

ALBiEJG(MMA,

FTRA

TRAIEJG(MMA,

FFLX

JMA(NBL),
XMIL(IZP,NBL),
RA(IMP, NBL)
BF,EJG(IAT, IMM, NBL),
BSIEJG{IAT, ISM, NBL)

NGR.(NGR

CRXIG(IHM

NGR

CRS

Number of records

Description.

I AT, NBL)

NGR.(NGR

+ l)/2

reflection coeff.

I AT, NBL)

NGR.(NGR

+ l)/2

transmission coeff.

+ l,MTP)

B OUTPUT FILES:
Name
Array
EXRAY

+ l)/2

cross-sections.

Number of records

Description

IFGR,ILGR,NRAY
FLDR(NRAY),
IXRC(NRAY)

1
1

dimensions.
direct total flux
and angular-index.

DFRAYIC(NRAY)
RFRAYiG(NRAY)

NGR
NGR

direct ang. fluxspectr.
reflected ang. flux sp.

C TEMPORARY FILES:
Name Array
MAPP
FTV(NVAC),
FLXVC(MMT,NVAC)
IXVC,V(MMML,\)
IXVCiV(MMML,2)

Number of records

Description

1
INVACtimes
|two records

scalar-and ang.-flux.
upper ang.-fluxes.
lower ang.-fluxes.

MAPF

IXAR(MMAD,NH)

NPOS:NH

angular index array.

FTOT

DFTOT(NPOS)
DCTOT(NPOS)
DFLUX,(NPOS)

1
1
MM A
(these are total(i.e.
| IGT times
| four
| records
|

direct scalar-flux.
direct current.
direct angular-flux.
energy integr.)-fluxes)
scalar-flux spectrum.
out-current spectrum.
in-current spectrum.
penetration curr. sp.

FTOT(NPOS)
CTOT(NPOS,\)
CTOT(NPOS,2)
CTOT(NPOS,3)
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radial-mesh
data
of blankets.
scalar-fluxes and
balance tables
of blankets.
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Name

Array

Number of records

Description

FLUX

FLUXUG(NPOS)

MMA.IGT

out-scalar flux spectr.

RFLUX

RFLUXUG(NPOS)

BLRR

TBR!T(IMM,NPOS)

NIT

BLFL

TBF[G(IMM, NPOS)

IGT

MMA.IGT

in-scalar flux spectr.
(in = reflected)
reaction rate per
isotope in blankets,
scalar-flux spectra
in blankets.

The array dimensions used above are derived from the input parameters as follows:
number of angles in hemisphere.
MM A = ISN.(ISN + 2)/2
number of angles in unit sphere.
MMT = 2.MMA
MM AD = MMA.(Max(ML(\), ML(2))2 number of fine angles in hemisphere.
MMML = MMA.ML{\) if NVAC < 0, number of fine angles in hemisphere
used for external-points.
MM ML = MMA.ML(2) if NV AC > 0.
maximum number of radial-mesh boundaries
IMP = IMM + 1
in blankets.
maximum number of radial-zone boundaries
in blankets.
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4.6 User instructions for FURNACE2
The following instructions are referred to in the input description.
A Stepwise performance of the calculations,
B Description of the fusion neutron-source,
C Description of First-Wall and Blankets:
Cl Poloidal geometry and mesh,
C2 Toroidal geometry and mesh,
C3 Covering the torus with blankets,
C4 Radial build of the blanket-regions,
C5 Calculation of scalar-fluxes,
C6 Annual vacuum-regions.
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N

The angular quadrature,
Model for penetration leakage,
Convergence and neutron/photon balance,
Calculation of reaction-rates,
Reaction cross-section input,
Use of the blanket-libraries FALB, FTRA and FFLX,
Memory and disc-file organisation,
Fluxes in irradiation positions (external positions),
Angular-fluxes for profile-monitors (external rays),
SNAP-fileforJET,
Geometry plots.
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A Stepwise performance of the calculations
A complete FURNACE2 calculation consists of the following four steps:
0. Recommended test of the input with option LIM < 0.
1. Calculation of the unscattered angular-fluxes at the first-wall, at the external
points and on the external rays (Subroutines DIRECT, VACFLX, SPRAY
and WALL),
2. Calculation of the scattered angular-fluxes at the first-wall, at the external
points and on the external rays (subroutines REFLECT and WALL2),
3. Calculation of the flux-distributions in the blankets (subroutine BLANKFL),
4. Calculation of the reaction-rates in the blankets and in the external positions
(subroutine BLANKRR).
All steps can be executed in one run, or they can be executed in successive
runs. This must be specified with the parameters IST1,IST2,IST3 and IST4.
Thus e.g.: if one is only interested in the neutron wall-load, only the first step
is required, or: step 4 can be repeated to obtain more reaction-rates, etc.
The disk-files which must be allocated for each step are specified in chapter
4.2.
B Description of the fusion neutron-source
The distribution of the neutron-source density can best be described with the
parameters in part TV-c and IV-d of the input. With these, in subroutine
SOURCE, a discrete source distribution is set-up.
The discrete source distribution is derived from the following parametric
equations that describe the plasma:
The contour-lines of constant magnetic flux are described by the following
parametric equations:
R - Rp + a. cos(a + S. sin(a)) + s.ap

(4.1)

Z =ZP + KM. sin(a)

(4.2)

and
where Rp and ap are the major plasma-radius and the minor (horizontal) plasmaradius, respectively, and Zp is the rigid vertical plasma-shift with respect to the
torus midplane. a is the angular parameter and a is the horizontal minor radius
of the contour-line.
The horizontal plasma-shift s, the triangularity S and the elongation e are
functions of the minor radius a, as follows:
8 = e o . ( i _ ( f.)2)

(4 .3)

ap
* = *>.(-)
ap
K=KO+KI.(-)2

(4-4)
(4.5)

ap
The source density is given by:
S=So.n'

<a v>T

-

(4.6)

ni. < a.v >r0
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where the ion-density n and the ion-temperature T as function of the minor
radius are given by the following approximate equations:
n = B o .(l - ( - ) 2 ) e "

(4.7)

r = r o .(i-(-) 2 r

(4.8)

and
ap
(the values for the exponents en and eT are given by input)
and where for the Maxwellian averaged reactivity < o.v > the expression is
used as given by Jarvis in reference[17]:

where D = 3.(^) 2 / 3 . The expression for C is not needed here.
The parameters fi in keV and R in keV1/2 are expected by input(for D-D:
p = - 5 . 8 • 10- 3 and R = 31.39; for D-T: p = - 2 . 9 • 10~2 and R = 34.37
see[ 18]). The plasma is subdivided in source-regions by defining NST contourlines with minor radii a,-,(l < i < NST). The values of a,-are chosen such that
the total source is equally distributed over these regions. Then for each region
i the average ion-density < n >,• and the average ion-temperature < T >t
are calculated. Then these are introducing into the equations (4.9) and (4.6) to
obtain the average normalised source strength's Si/Sb for these regions. 5b is
determined by the required fusion-power or neutron-yield PFUS specified by
input. Finally the NST contour-lines are approximated by polygons keeping
the volumes of the source-regions unaltered. The number of sides for each
polygon is specified in the input (NCS(NST)).
The energy-spectrum of the source neutrons is specified by input together with
the energy-group structure, SPEC(NGR) and ENB(NGR) resp. in part V.
This energy spectrum, that among others depends on the plasma type and the
ion temperature, is calculated by a separate program at JET, and therefore is
not included in FURNACE2.
The parametric equations for the contour-lines were taken from [19]. Originally
in FURNACE the coefficients 8 and K were constants, and for the sourcefunction a simple quadratic expression was used[4].
The source-function was improved in FURNACE2 as given above (equations
(4.7), (4.8) and (4.9)), to obtain better results for the external-ray fluxes
(important for the profile-monitors (KN3) at JET[8,20]).
For a better approximation of the JTER plasma simple expressions for 8 and K
as function of the minor radius a were introduced[21], which then were also
used in FURNACE2 for JET.
Finally it should be mentioned that, instead of using the source model
in subroutine SOURCE as described above, the source densities and the
coordinates for the polygons can be calculated separately by a user-made source
program, and then introduced into the arrays S, RC and ZC in part V of the
input (in which case AP = 0.0). The coordinates should be introduced anticlock wise from the outboard side at the midplane, starting with the outer
contour-line (the plasma boundary) and then proceeding inward. RC and ZC
are measured with respect to the plasma centre-line (RP, ZP). ZP is the
height of the plasma-centre above the torus midplane (vertical plasma-shift),
see figure 4.1. In case of symmetry with respect to the midplane (ISYM = 1)
40
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only the coordinates of the upper part have to be introduced.
C Description of First-Wall and Blankets
Cl Poloidal geometry and mesh
If the torus has a circular-, elliptic- or simple D-shaped vertical cross-section
the first-wall shape can be described with the parameters in part IV-b of the
input. A first-wall polygon, with NCIT sides, will then be calculated by the
code using the same parametric equations as used for calculating the source
polygons (see instruction B).
If the torus shape is too complicated for that approach, the coordinates of
the corners of the polygon can be introduced directly into the arrays RCT
and ZCT'm part V of the input (in which case AT = 0.0). The coordinates
should be introduced anti-clock wise starting at the outboard side at the
midplane. RCT and Z CT are measured with respect to the torus centre-line
(RT, ZT), where ZT = 0.0. See figure 4.2.
In case of symmetry with respect to the midplane (ISYM = 1) only the
coordinates for the upper part are required.
At JET, the coordinates of the first-wall polygon are calculated separately by
the program JETGEO, of which several versions exist, which correspond to
successive stages in the historic development of the torus topology.
There are no restrictions with respect to the shape of the first-wall polygon
except that it should be a closed curve (i.e. that the first and the last
corner should coincide). It should be remembered however (see chapters
2.4 and 2.5) that the application of reflection- and transmission- coefficients
and flux-kernels is an approximation which requires the condition that the
radius of curvature of the first-wall is large compared to the migration-length
of the neutrons and/or photons in the wall-materials, and that numerical
inaccuracies will result where and if this condition is not fulfilled. To this
must be added that the use of flux-kernels over radial thicknesses of more
than a couple of migration lengths will result in additional numerical errors
if one moves away from the first-wall.
Each side of the first-wall polygon is called a 'poloidal region', which is
subdivided in a number of equidistant poloidal mesh-intervals. The number
of these intervals in each region is specified in the array
(NPD(NCIT)),
giving a total of NPP poloidal mesh-intervals for the whole polygon.
C2 Toroidal geometry and mesh
If NT OR = 0 rotation symmetry around the main torus-axis is assumed,
in which case the fluxes are calculated on one vertical torus cross-section
only. However, if NT OR ^ 0 the calculation is performed for a torus-sector
with a toroidal width of xs = I.TT/NTOR.
The first-wall surface of the
torus-sector is obtained by rotating the first-wall polygon over the toroidal
angle rs; the corners of the polygon each describing a circular arch in toroidal
direction. The vertical planes bordering the sector are reflective surfaces, see
figure 4.3.
The torus-sector is subdivided in NTIT 'toroidal regions', for which the
toroidal boundaries are specified in the array TAU{NTIT + \, NCIT + V).
In this array the toroidal coordinates r are introduced of the boundarypoints IT (IT = I, NTIT + 1) along the toroidal arches that pass through
the NCIT+1 polygon-corners. The toroidal boundaries of the regions IT
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(IT = I, NT IT) then are formed by straight lines (as seen from above)
between the points TAU (IT, IC = 1, NCIT + 1) on the torus surface. To
obtain the reflective outer toroidal boundaries of the torus-sector it is required

that TAU(l, IC = 1, NCIT+l) = O.OandTAU(IT = NTIT+l,
l,NCIT + l) = rs.

IC =

Toroidal-regions may have zero toroidal width (as is illustrated in figure 4.3,
where for IC = 4 the toroidal-regions IT = 2 and IT — 4have zero width).
These "zero-regions" are recognised by the code and skipped during the flux
calculation.
Each toroidal region is subdivided in equidistant toroidal mesh-intervals. The
number of these toroidal intervals in a toroidal-region may be different for
each poloidal-region IC but their sum must always be equal to NT P. The
toroidal intervals are specified in array NTD(NTIT,
NCIT).
There are two cases in which the TAU-input can be simplified:
* If in the TAU -array neighbouring boundary-points lie on the same
vertical plane, then only the first and the last boundary-point need to
be specified, whereas the intermediate elements are filled with negative
values (e.g. —1). If such negative r-values are encountered, the program
will calculate the intermediate coordinates by interpolation.
* If all toroidal region-boundaries lie on vertical planes that pass through
the main torus-axis, a simplified input option can be used which requires
only one r-value for each toroidal region-boundary (TAU (NT IT+1)).
In that case also only one mesh spacing is required for each toroidal
region, i.e. NTD(NTIT).
This option is initiated by specifying

NTIT < 0.
NOTE: The flexible way in which the toroidal regions can be specified,
results in a poloidal/toroidal grid in which the toroidal mesh-boundaries are
not necessarily perpendicular to the poloidal mesh-boundaries. To simplify
the ray-tracing process however, this input-grid is replaced by a 'rectangular'
grid: for each grid-cell the toroidal boundaries from input are replaced by
boundaries perpendicular to the poloidal mesh-boundaries of the cell. This is
done in such a way that the 'calculated' boundaries cross the input boundaries
in the middle. Thus in the actually used grid the toroidal boundaries show a
saw-tooth shape. This adaptation may cause small distortions in the intended
boundaries between blanket regions (see next instruction). These distortions
can be reduced by locally using a larger number of mesh-intervals.
C3 Covering the torus with blankets
The poloidal and toroidal mesh-regions on the torus will form 'trapezoidal'
areas which we will call torus-elements. Each torus-element is subdivided
by the equidistant poloidal- and toroidal mesh-lines.
These torus-elements are combined into torus-zones by specifying a zonenumber for each of the NTIT*NC]T elements. They are introduced in the
array IBT(NTIT, NCIT). In addition, for each torus-element a blanketconfiguration number is specified, in IBL(NTIT, NCIT). (The blanketconfiguration numbers are the sequence-numbers on the blanket library.)
This must be done in such a way that each torus-zone is a blanket-region
(i.e. a torus-zone should only contain one blanket-configuration). However,
a torus-zone may contain torus-elements that are not adjacent, i.e. it may
contain different not-neighbouring parts of the torus.
The NBT torus-zones specified in the array IBT can be further combined
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into 'combined' torus-zones using the array IBS.
The IBL-array is used in the ray-tracing process for calculating the
reflected and transmitted fluxes. The arrays IBT and IBS are used to
derive average fluxes and responses for the zones and combined zones,
respectively. (Therefore, to ascertain that this averaging process is performed
correctly, a torus-zone should only consist of torus-elements with the same
blanket-configuration number, and only torus-zones with the same blanket
configuration should be combined into combined zones.)
C4 Radial build of the blanket-regions
Behind each torus-element a radial blanket-element is build up, in accordance
with the radial-mesh distribution and the radial-zone distribution of the
blanket configuration for that torus-element as specified in the array IBL.
This information is obtained from the blanket-library file FFLX. For blanketregions for which IBL = 0 (transparent regions) no blanket thickness is
available on FFLX. Therefore, in that case, XBLO from input (part IV-a) is
used as blanket thickness.
The poloidal and toroidal boundary-planes for the blanket-elements are
defined as follows: In the vertical torus cross-section lines are drawn from
each corner of the first-wall polygon in a direction such that they cut the
angles between the adjacent polygon sides in half (see figure 4.2). Rotating
the vertical cross-section around the main torus-axis these lines describe the
cone surfaces that will form the poloidal boundary-surfaces of the blanketelements.
The toroidal boundary-surfaces of the blanket-elements are formed by
vertical planes that pass through the main torus axis and which match the
toroidal boundary-lines of the torus-elements (i.e. on the torus-surface).
(Therefore, if the toroidal boundary-line of a torus-element has a sawtooth appearance, the toroidal boundary-plane of the accompanying blanketelement will have a saw-tooth appearance as well.)
A 3D-grid for the blanket-elements is then formed by projecting the
poloidal/toroidal 2D-grid of each torus-element outwards such that in the
poloidal and the toroidal direction the mesh-planes stay equidistant (i.e. the
mesh-planes share the same line of focus).
Note: This 3D-grid is used solely for calculation of scalar fluxes inside the
blankets from the angular fluxes at the torus-surface (i.e. the first-wall) using
the flux-kernels from the blanket-library. The ray-tracing uses the 2D-grid
on the torus-surface only.
C5 Calculation of scalar-fluxes in the blankets
As mentioned in instruction C3 the 3 D-grid in the blankets is used to calculate
scalar flux distributions inside the blankets. It must be stressed again (see
also instruction C\) that the scalar fluxes calculated in this manner will
become inaccurate if one moves radially outward away from the first-wall
(i.e. the torus-surface), the inaccuracy being less if the radius of curvature of
the torus-surface is large compared to the migration length of the neutrons
and photons considered.
The input array IMU(NB T) specifies the number of radial mesh-points for
each blanket-region IBT for which scalar fluxes are wanted. Thus one can
specify a smaller number than the number of radial mesh-intervals IM of the
blanket configuration IBL in that blanket-region, which will save memory-
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space, and will reduce the size of the output files and the printout.
C6 Annular vacuum regions
The option for specifying annular vacuum regions that surround the plasmachamber was introduced for modelling the vacuum-vessel of the JET torus,
which is inside and separate from the main torus structure.
Torus layers are defined which have a front side (looking towards the plasma)
and a backside (looking outward away from the plasma). Between a backside
and the front side of the next torus layer is a vacuum region. Outside the
last (i.e. the outermost) torus layer there is empty space. The front side
polygons of these layer are specified by input. The backside polygons need
not be specified as these are derived from the front side polygons as part of
the radial build-up of the blanket elements (see instruction C3).
All input relevant for the ray-tracing process has to be supplied for the
polygon-sides of the front sides as well as for those of the backsides (in
the ray-tracing process the backsides are treated as part of the first-wall, for
which, therefore, the angular-fluxes are calculated also.).
In the input arrays describing the first-wall, the polygon-sides of the front
sides and backsides are numbered consecutively in the following way (see
figure 4.4):
The numbering starts at the outboard midplane corner of the front side of
the innermost torus layer, and runs anticlockwise up to the inboard midplane
front side corner. It then moves to the inboard midplane corner on the
backside and continues clockwise along the backside of the layer up to the
outboard midplane corner, thus completing the description of the upper (i.e.
above midplane) part of the innermost torus layer. Then in the same way the
upper front side and backside of the next torus layer is described and so on
until the upper front side of the outermost torus layer is described. This then
finishes the description of the torus above the midplane.(Information for the
backside of the outermost torus layer is not required.)
Note that at the inboard side of a torus-layer the polygon side that connects
the midplane front side corner with the midplane backside corner is a firstwall polygon-side which does not belong to the front side nor to the backside
of the layer: it is a 'side wall' of the torus-layer. The first-wall angular fluxes
are calculated for these side-walls but no scalar fluxes are calculated for the
blanket behind (see below).
Also note that at the outboard side of a torus-layer the polygon side,
connecting the midplane backside corner of a layer with the midplane frontside corner of the next (more outward) torus layer, is not a first-wall polygon
as it cuts through an annular vacuum-region. It is called an imaginary
polygon-side for which no fluxes are calculated and for which therefore no
mesh is specified (see below).
The description is then continued for the lower part of the torus by continuing
anticlockwise along the lower front-side of the outermost torus layer up to the
outboard midplane corner where the description switches to the backside of
the next inner torus layer continuing clockwise towards the inboard midplane
corner and thence anticlockwise along the front-side finishing the description
of this next inner torus layer at the outboard midplane front-side corner. This
is continued until the lower part of the most inner torus layer is described.
If this is done correctly the last corner IC = NCIT + 1 coincides with the
first corner IC = 1, both lying on the innermost first-wall. Here again, as
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in the upper part of the torus, the torus-layers have a side-wall at the inboard
and an imaginary side at the outboard (see below).
The input arrays RCT up to IBL are specified for the front-side polygons
in the normal way (see Cl ,C2,C3). For the backsides the following rules for
the input-arrays should be applied:
RCT: RCT(IC) + RT < 0.0 informs the code that this is a backside. The
absolute values are not relevant here.
ZCT: above midplane Z C r ( / C ) = +1.0 and below midplane Z C r ( / C ) =
— 1.0. Only the sign is relevant.
TAU: values are not required for the backsides as the code will copy the
values from the front-side (as they have to be identical). For clarity of the
printout, fill with zero's.
NPD and NTD: as for TAU, values for the backsides are not required (they
are copied from the front-side), and therefore zero's can be introduced there.
However, for the inboard 'side-walls' use NPD < 0 and for the outboard
'imaginary sides' use NPD = 0 and NTD = 0 (see above).
L: same rules as for front-side. Values may be different from
the corresponding front-side values depending on different accuracy
requirements.
IBT: same rules as for front-side. The torus-zones on the backside must
correspond with the torus-zones on the front-side, but the zone numbers can
be different from the numbers used in front.
IBL: same rules as for front-side. The blanket-zones on the backside
must correspond with the blanket-zones on the front-side, but the blanket
-configuration numbers may be different from the configuration numbers on
the front. These numbers are not arbitrary, however:
If the blanket-zone is symmetric (i.e. if the radial build-up is the same
seen from either side) then reference can be made to the same blanketconfiguration on both sides. However, if the blanket-zone is not symmetric,
different blanket-configurations should be specified for the front-side and
backside. This is necessary as the reflection- and transmission- coefficients
and the flux-kernels at the back will be different from those at the front
and therefore have to be calculated separately and stored under a different
configuration number.
For a side-wall (at the inboard end of a torus-layer) use the following:
NPD(IC) < 0 and ZC(IC) = ZC(IC + 1) = s above midplane and
NPD(IC) < 0 and ZC(IC) = ZC(IC + 1) = -s below midplane,
where £ is a small positive number.
For an imaginary side (at the outboard end of a torus-layer) use NPD(IC) =
0 and NTD(IT, IC) = 0 both above and below midplane.
D The angular quadrature
The angular quadrature applied in FURNACE2 is somewhat different from the
quadrature normally used in Sn -calculations. The unit sphere is subdivided
by meridians and parallels, as this enables further subdivision of the angular
mesh in an arbitrary number of fine mesh intervals, which is required for the
ray-tracing scheme.
This quadrature is defined such that it coincides with the Sn -quadrature
used in the calculation of the double-differential reflection- and transmissioncoefficients with the ANISN-PT code (see chapter 5.4 user instructions YYx).
We therefore have ISN/2 levels (k = 1, ISN/2), with ISN-2.k
+ 2 discrete
directions in the quadrant for level k.
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ICL

plasma
midplane
torus
midplane

Figure 4.1 Discretized source contour-lines.

IPP

Figure 4.2 Vertical cross-section of a blanket-layer showing poloidal mesh-regions (IC)
with poloidal and radial mesh (IM, lP),for upper half of the torus.
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Figure 4.3 Top view of the first-wall of a blanket-layer, showing the torus-elements
(IT, lC)withpoloidal and toroidal mesh (ITP, IPP), for a torus-sector.

Figure 4.4 Vertical cross-section of a torus with different blanket-layers. The arrows
show the consecutive numbering of the poloidal-regions (IC).
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Both quadratures are coupled such that conservation of momentum is taken
care of, in the way described in chapter 2.2.
The direction cosines MU(NTH) of the levels and the angular weights
P(MMH) for a quadrant should be introduced in the input in the order as
illustrated for 58 in figure 4.5. (Were NTH = ISN/2 and MMH =
MMT/4= ISN.(ISN+2)/4.)
In the figure, the direction n normal to the torus
surface, the poloidal direction p and the toroidal direction t are indicated. The
values of the cosines and weights introduced should be identical to those used in
the ANISN-PT runs that produced the reflection- and transmission- coefficients,
(see user instruction Y3 in chapter 5.4.) FURNACE2 needs weights which are
normalised over a quadrant, whereas the weights used in the ANISN-PT runs are
normalised over half the unit sphere. Therefore FURNACE2 renormalises the
weights P(MMH) introduced by input, so that the ANISN-PT normalisation
can be used in the FURNACE2 input as well.
The complete set of MMT angular cosines and weights for the unit sphere
required, are derived by the code from the set given by input for a quadrant, by
mirroring these towards the other quadrants.
In our calculations performed with the code up to now, we have used symmetric
quadrature sets, but other (i.e. nonsymmetric ) cosines and weights can be
applied provided that they fulfill the diffusion theory condition:

The fine mesh required for the ray-tracing is obtained by subdividing the areas
Pkti in m2 areas of equal weight:
pu = — PKi

(4.11)

with corresponding angular cosines( see chapter 2.2).
Two values for m can be specified by input, Wi = ML(l) and m2 = ML(2),
so that two fine mesh spacings are available. For each poloidal mesh-interval
IPP we can choose one of these m-values by introducing the figure 1 resp 2
in the array element L(IPP). (Thus L(IPP) = l will result in the use of m,
in poloidal mesh interval IPP, etc.)
This option was introduced, as in our calculations it was found that the accuracy
of the ray-tracing becomes apparently less accurate for first-wall areas farther
away from the plasma. Using a larger value for m in those areas solves this
problem.
It is advisable to perform a number of test runs with increasing values for
ML(1) and ML(2) and check for convergence, before performing the actual
calculation.
E Model for penetration leakage
The code assumes that the first-wall is a closed toroidal surface covered by
blanket-regions which reflect neutrons and gammas. A simple model has been
introduced to take into account the streaming of radiation through penetrations
in these blankets. The positions of these penetrations are marked in the array
IBL(NTIT, NCIT), that specifies the blanket-regions, by adding a negative
sign. Each torus-element IT, IC for which IBL{IT, IC) < 0 is assumed to
be part of a penetration.
The model is as follows:
48
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An aperture angle 9ap with respect to the normal n to the surface is defined
which effects that particles with an angle of incidence of $ < 0ap will be lost
(through the penetration), and particles outside the angle 6ap will find the normal
blanket-configuration as specified in IBL(IT, IC) (and therefore will not see
the penetration). The aperture angle is defined by the input parameter KAP. In
the code the above condition for 6 is programmed as a condition for the angular
level t.k > KAP(see figure 4.5).
This simple model was introduced originally to take streaming into account in
the calculation of tritium-breeding ratios, and hence has been used as well for
the neutron diagnostic calculations at JET as the penetrations in the JET torus
are relatively small.
Lately, however, it has been recognised that the simplicity of this model adds an
unnecessary inaccuracy to the fluxes calculated for the activation- foils near the
vertical ports, and that a better model using ray tracing through the penetrations
is feasible. This, however, has not been implemented due to lack of time.
F Convergence and neutron/photon balance
The unscattered (direct) angular-fluxes at the first-wall are calculated in
subroutine DIRECT, after which the scattered angular-fluxes at the first-wall
are calculated in subroutine REFLECT. The scattered angular-fluxes result from
multiple reflection of the direct angular-fluxes and therefore are calculated in an
iterative manner until convergence is obtained. At each poloidal-toroidal meshpoint the relative difference in the scalar scattered-flux (i.e. total minus direct
scalar-flux) between successive iteration-cycles is calculated. Convergence of
the scattered-fluxes is obtained when the maximum of these relative differences
has become smaller than the input parameter EPSN.
If convergence is
not obtained after NSCT iterations, the calculation is stopped accepting the
obtained accuracy (NSCT is an input parameter). The iteration-process is
performed for each energy group.
Calculation of the direct and scattered angular-fluxes with ray-tracing implies
that there always will be a systematic error in the neutron- and photon- balance,
which will depend on the fineness of the spatial- and angular- mesh applied.
This error is calculated and corrected for.
In DIRECT the direct angular-fluxes are multiplied with bD = S / L j , where
S is the total neutron-yield of the plasma in the energy group and L j is the
outward direct leakage (i.e. the outward current of direct neutrons integrated
over the first-wall) in that group.
In REFLECT the outward components of the scattered angular-fluxes are
multiplied with bR = V^jL\, where L^ is the inward leakage-component
of the reflected neutrons/photons and L j is the outward leakage-component
of the reflected neutrons/photons. The maximum scalar-flux differences after
convergence and the neutron/photon balance corrections bD and bR for each
energy group are printed in the output. It is advisable to check the balance
corrections from DIRECT and REFLECT in a test run (e.g. for one energy
group), and if necessary, increase the fineness of the angular and/or spatial
mesh, before performing the actual calculation.
In our calculations for JET we aimed for scalar-flux differences of the order of
0.0001 and balance corrections of 1.0001,so as to obtain sufficiently accurate
local flux-spectra. However, for calculation of volume integrated quatities only,
one might set lower requirements for these quantities.
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G Calculation of reaction-rates
The last step in the calculation-sequence performed by FURNACE(2) is
dedicated to the calculation of reaction-rates (see instruction A). Originally
FURNACE was designed for the performance of blanket-neutronic calculations,
and therefore means were implemented for the calculation of different types of
responses for the blanket materials as tritium-breeding ratios, gas productionrates, dpa's and so on.
As these responses are not relevant for JET they have been made optional in
FURNACE2. Now blanket responses are calculated and the required input (the
arrays AD,IRTA,MIX and WR) read only if NRM > 0. The instructions for
these calculations still hold as given in the FURNACE manualfl]. They are not
repeated here.
For JET, the calculation of isotopic reaction-rates (in barn.m_2.s_i) at the
external points (i.e the irradiation positions for the activation foils, see
instruction K) has been included. They are always given for all NIT isotopic
cross sections read (NIT = Nil + NIL). At JET in practice, the isotopic
reaction-rates required are calculated by the SNAP-program from the fluxspectra on the SNAP-file that is provided by FURNACE2. In this case reactionrates only are calculated with FURNACE2 as a check.
The isotope names used in the reaction-rate printout are taken from the input
array NAME(NIT)
in part Vl-a (not from the library).
H Reaction cross-section input
The reaction cross-sections can be read from the cross-section library CRS
and or from the INPUT file. The CRS-file must be a group-organised library
containing the cross-sections in the form of "activity-tables" as defined in
MACKLIB-IV[22]. The cross-sections are read selectively from this file in
accordance with the material-numbers and table position-numbers as specified
in the input arrays MAT and IHR. The cross-sections read from the CRS-file
and the INPUT-file are placed sequentially in one array CRX(NIT), starting
with the NIL sets from the CRS-file and followed by the Nil sets from input
(NIT=NIL+NII).
I Use of the blanket-libraries FALB,FTRA and FFLX
The FALB-, FTRA- and FFLX-files are group-organised libraries containing the
double differential reflection-coefficients, transmission-coefficients and fluxkernels, respectively, for a number of slab-wise blanket-configurations.
For each of the blankets the reflected and transmitted angular-fluxes and the
radial scalar fluxes are calculated separately by the ANISN-PT program and
stored on NAF-, NTF- and NT-files, respectively. These then are transformed
to the coefficients and kernels and combined into the group-organised libraries
with the LIBRA2 program. See the user manuals for ANISN-PT and LIBRA2
(chapters 5 and 6).
The input parameters NBL, ISN, I MM and IZM are required for reading
the data from these libraries. The formats of the libraries are given in chapter
4.5.
Please note that, if a blanket configuration is part of a blanket layer, and
therefore has a vacuum-region on both sides (see instruction C6), reflectionand transmission- coefficients and flux-kernels must be available for the frontside and the backside of the blanket. In that case, therefore, both the blanketconfiguration and its mirrored configuration must be present on the blanket
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libraries, unless the configuration is symmetric.
J Memory and disc-file organisation
The program uses variable array dimensions and therefore the memory space
required depends on the problem size. To find out the blank-common space
required, the option LIM < 0 can be used in which case the input-file is read
and printed out but no calculation is performed.
A large part of blank-common is occupied by the ray-mapping array
IXAR(MMAD, NPOS) where MM AD is the maximum number of fine
angular mesh intervals {MM AD = 2 * MM A * M2, where MM A =

ISN * (ISN + 2)/2 and M = max(ML(l), ML(2))) and NPOS the total
number of mesh-points on the torus (NPOS = NTP * NPP).
For the calculations at JET, performed on the CRAY, the memory space available
was not sufficient to store this array as a whole. Therefore FURNACE2 was
programmed to store successive batches of this array on a temporary disc-file
MAPF. The number of mesh-points in each batch NH is calculated by the
program to fit into the common-block size allocated to the run. Each batch is
written to disc as one record.
Adapting the code to the IBM-3090, on which the calculations at JET have
been performed since 1993, the restricting factor for the size of these IXARbatches has become the maximum record-length on disc-files for that computer.
Therefore, now NH can be given a fixed value by input: NH — /IFILj if

IFIL < 0.
The structure of all other unformatted disc-files have been adapted as well to
accommodate them to this restriction on the record-length. The file structures
are given in chapter 4.5.
As the ray-tracing- and flux- data are read into memory for only one energygroup at a time, the number of I/O-operations during a FURNACE2 run is
extensive. This was no problem when running on the CRAY, however on the
IBM-3090 this became a problem. This fortunately could be solved by using
the mechanism of virtual disc-files.
K Fluxes in irradiation positions (external positions)
The ray-tracing which is performed iteratively for each poloidal/toroidal meshpoint provides angular- an scalar- fluxes for all positions on the first-wall and,
derived from these, scalar fluxes for the mesh-points inside the blankets. This
was sufficient for blanket-neutronic studies. However, for the JET neutrondiagnostics scalar-fluxes are required for positions in the space between the
vacuum-vessel and the torus-structure as well as for positions inside the vessel,
which are not provided that way (i.e. the foil irradiation positions[7]). Therefore
the subroutine VACFLX was included to calculate these fluxes. They are
calculated, after the first-wall fluxes have been calculated, by additionally
performing ray-tracing for a number of external positions NVAC for which
the toroidal-coordinates are given by input R VAC, ZVAC and TV AC. They
are indicated as external positions as they do not enter into the actual flux
calculation. They should be inside a vacuum region.
L Angular-fluxes for profile-monitors (external rays)
At JET in front of one of the horizontal- and one of the vertical- ports a profilemonitor is placed to study the neutron-yield distribution in the plasma[8],[20].
The monitors consist of an array of spectrometers with collimators looking into
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the torus through a common focus-point. To calculate the angular-fluxes along
the line of sight's of these collimators the subroutine SPRAY was introduced.
It calculates the angular- fluxes along a number NRAY of external-rays by ray
tracing. The toroidal-coordinates of the focus-point and the direction-cosines a
and y of the rays are given in the input-arrays RRAY, ZRAY, TRAY, ARAY
and GRAY. The external-rays extend up to the first first-wall encountered.
M SNAP file for JET
As mentioned in instruction G, at JET the analysis of flux results from
FURNACE2 is performed by the interactive program SNAP. SNAP works on
a general data-base that contains all neutron diagnostics results for JET. The
FURNACE2 results are made accessible to SNAP by an intermediate file, the
SNAP-file. This file contains:
1. The first-wall flux-spectra averaged over the combined blanket-regions,
2. The angular flux-spectra for the external rays (used for the profile-monitors),
3. The scalar flux-spectra for the external positions (the irradiation positions).
For each of these items a descriptive text is required which has to be introduced
in the FURNACE2 input part Vl-b. The TITLE of the FURNACE2 run is also
added to the SNAP-file for easy selection of the different runs.
N Geometry plots
The program produces a plot-file PLOT containing a number of plots of the
geometry calculated. The plots required are specified by the input parameters
NPLT and NPLH in part Il-e and ITPL(NPLT)
in part V-a. Plots for
/NPLTJ vertical cross-sections are produced and for each of the blanket layers
(see instruction C6) a horizontal projection of the first-wall of the blanket layer is
produced. The toroidal mesh-regions for which the vertical cross-sections plots
are required are specified in ITPL(NPLT).
For plotting the radial geometry
of the blankets, the geometry information on the FFLX-file is required, and
therefore only the first-wall geometry can be produced if NBL = 0. If top and
bottom of the torus are not identical, horizontal projection can be obtained for
both(N PLH = 2).
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n

K= U
K= 3
K= 2

Figure 4.5 Consecutive numbering of angular-mesh intervals for FURNACE2. Example
for ISN = 8
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5.1 General program description
As compared to the original ANISN-PT program that was used with the programs
LIBRA and FURNACE, this new version that is used with LIBRA2 and
FURNACE2, only differs in that it also provides a file with the right-boundary
(transmitted) angular-fluxes (NTF).
ANISN-PT is a modification of the ANISN-Fontenay program[5], which also can
perform a calculation in slab-geometry for an angular distribution in An (IGE=4)
for a series of incident parallel-beam sources(ITH=2).
For a slab-configuration (a 'blanket') the program, in the ITH=2 mode, produces
the files NAF, NTF and NT, containing the left-boundary outward angularfluxes, the right-boundary outward angular-fluxes and the scalar-flux distributions
respectively, for a complete series of incident parallel-beam sources (i.e. for all
discrete angles of incidence for all discrete (group-)energies of incidence)..
These flux-files for a number of 'blankets' are then combined by the LIBRA2
program (see chapter 6) into the double-differential reflection- transmission- and
flux-kernel libraries FALB,FTRA and FFLX as used by FURNACE2 (see chapter
4).
All modifications, introduced into the ANISN program to enable these
calculations, are such that the original input and the original operation of ANISN
are retained.
The program, originally a Fortran-IV code adapted for the CRAY2, has now
been adapted to the FORTRAN-V compiler of the IBM-3090. At JET the
program is compiled using the vectorisation-mode for the subroutines S833A
and S824A,which are the numerical routines in the ITH=2 mode.
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5.2 Disk files required
a Input files
unit 05 INPUT
unit 10 CRS

b Output files
unit 06 OUTPUT
unit 11 CRSW

unit 12

NT

unit 13

NAF

unit 14

NTF

c Temporary files
unit 01 NT1
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unit 02
unit 03

NT2
NT3

unit 04
unit 08

NT4
NX1

unit 09

NX2

input
file.
transport cross-section file which can be:
material organised{ID2=0},
group organised{ID2=l},
group-weighted material organised{IFG=2}.

formatted
unformatted

print output.
group weighted cross-sections,
material organised format{ITAP=0},
or group organised format{ITAP=l}.
scalar-flux and reaction-rate file {ITH^2},
or scalar-flux kernel file {ITH=2}(YY4).
left-boundary angular-flux
file
{ifITH=2}(YY4).
right-boundary angular-flux
file
{ifITH=2}(YY4).

formatted
unformatted

scratch file for temporary storage of
fluxes and currents {IDAT1=2}.
same as NT1.
scratch file for temporary storage of
cross-sections and source {IDAT1=2}.
same as NT3.
scratch file for temporary storage of
angular-fluxes of previous beam-source
calculation, used as flux guess {if ITH=2}.
same as NX1.

unformatted
unformatted
unformatted

unformatted
unformatted
unformatted
unformatted
unformatted

unformatted
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5.3 Input ANISN-PT
The capitals between brackets () refer to the user-instructions in chapter 5.4.
Apart from the first two records free-format FIDO is used.
A LIM format (6X, 16)
B TITLE format (12A6)
C INPUT PARAMETRERS

15$$
1
2

3
4
5

ID
ITH

ISCT
ISN
IGE

6 IBL

7
8
9
10

56

IBR
IZM
IM
IEVT

INTEGER PARAMETERS
problem ID number.
calculation mode:
ITH=0: forward solution,
ITH=1: adjoint solution,
ITH=2: reflection-, transmission and flux-kernel calc.(YYl).
maximum order of scatter
order of angular quadrature
geometry:
IGE=1: slab,
IGE=2: cylinder,
IGE=3: sphere,
IGE=4: slab with angular quadrature in
unit-sphere{rTH=2},(YYl).
left-boundary condition(A):
IBL=0: vacuum (no reflection),
IBL=1: reflection,
IBL=2: periodic,
IBL=3: white/albedo.
(IfITH=2useIBL=0)
right-boundary condition, same options as IBL.
(IfITH=2useIBR=0)
number of zones or regions.
number of mevsh-intervals.
eigenvalue type (P):
IEVT=0: fixed source,
IEVT=1: k calculation,
IEVT=2: a calculation,
IEVT=3: concentration search,
IEVT=4: zone width search,
IEVT=5: outer radius search,
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11

IGM

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

IHT
fflS

IHM
MS
MCR
MTP

MT

19 IDFM
20 IPVT
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21

IQM

22

IPM

23

IPP

24
25

EM
ID1

26

ID2

27

ID3

28

ID4

29
30

ICM
IDAT1

DEVT=6: buckling search.
(IfITH=2useIEVT=0)
number of energy-groups calculated.
(if a group-organised library is used IGM can be smaller
than the number of groups on the CRS-library.)
position ofer,otai in cross-section table.
position of crgg (self-scatter) in cross-section table.
length of cross-section table.
cross-section mixing-table lengths (10$$, 11$$, 12**).
number of cross-section sets to be read from input (14**).
number of cross-section sets to be read from tape (13$$).
total number of cross-section sets
(from input and tape plus mixtures).
density factors YES(=1)/NOT(=0) used in 21** (E).
enter not(=0), enter ko (=1) or enter ao (=2)
as PV in 16**.
(IfITH=2useIPVT=0)
enter not(=0) or enter(=l) distributed source in 17**.
(If ITH=2 use IQM=0 (YY2).)
enter not(=0) or enter(=l or IM) shell-source in 18**.
IPM=01: enter shell-source by group and angle,
IPM=IM: enter shell-source by interval, group and angle.
(If ITH=2 use IPM=1 (YY2).)
interval number which contains the shell-source
if IPM=1; zero otherwise.
(If ITH=2 use IPP=1 (YY2).)
inner iteration maximum.
ID 1=0: no effect,
ID 1=1: print angular flux.
ID2=0: no effect,
ID2=1: use group-organised x.
section file with MTP
materials(MM),
ID2=2: use x. sections and fixed source from previous problem.
ID3=0: no effect,
ID3=N: calculate N activities.
ID4=0: print N activities per zone,
ID4=1: print N activities per mesh-interval and per zone.
Note the slight change in the definition of ID3 and ID4.
(If ITH=2 no activities are calculated.)
outer iteration maximum (if IEVT=0 use ICM=l).
temporary data storage:
IDAT1=O: all data in core,
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31

IDAT2

32

IFG

33

IFLU

34

IFN

35
36

IPRT
IXTR

REAL PARAMETERS

16**
1

EV

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

EVM

9
10
11
12
13
14

IDAT1=1: cross-sections and fixed source on tape (NT3/NT4),
IDAT1=2: scalar- and angular-fluxes on tape also (NT1/NT2)
YES(=1) or NOT(=0) execute diffusion solution for
the groups specified in 24$$.
(IfITH=2useIDAT2=0.)
IFG=0: no effect,
DFG=1: produce flux-weighted cross-sections
and store on CRSW-file,
IFG=2: use flux-weighted cross-sections from a CRSW-file
produced by a previous run with ITAP=0, now read from unit 10.
IFLU=0: linear model, but step model used if linear model
yields negative flux (mixed mode).
IFLU=1: linear model,
IFLU=2: step model.
EFN=0: enter fission guess in 2** (N),
IFN=1: enter flux guess in 3** (N),
IFN=2: use fluxes from previous case as flux guess.
(If ITH=2 use IFN=1 (YY5).)
print (=0) or do not print (=1) cross-sections.
calculate(=0) or read from 34** (=1) the PL scattering
constants(Legendre coefficients).

EPS
BF
DY
DZ
DFM1
XNF

PV
RYF
XLAL
XLAH

EQL
XNPM

first guess for eigenvalue.
eigenvalue modifier.
s, accuracy desired (R, YY5, YY6).
buckling factor (S).
cylinder or plane height for buckling correction.
plane depth for buckling correction.
transverse dimension for void streaming correction (T).
normalisation factor (U).
(IfITH=2useXNF=0.0)
0.0, ko or ao according to IPVT=0,l or 2.
A.2, relaxation factor, normally 0.5 (R).
point flux-convergence criterion if wanted, otherwise zero.
upper limit for 1.0 - Ai used in linear search (V).
eigenvalue change s (V).
new parameter modifier (V).
NOTE: The above data is followed by a T.
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D Cross-sections {ID2=0}
13$$
Library ID numbers [MTP] {MTP>0}.
14**
Cross-sections [MCR*IGM*IHM] {MCR>0} (C).
NOTE: If entered the above data is followed by a T.
E Fixed source {IEVT=0 and ID2<0, but not if ITH=2}
17**
Distributed source [IGM*IM] {IQM=1} (H).
18**
Shell-source [IGM*IPM*MM] {IPM>0} (H, YY2)
(for the value of MM see 6** and 7**)
NOTE: If entered the above data is followed by a T.
F Flux or fission guess {IFN<2}
2**
Fission density [IM] {IFN=0} (N)
3**

Flux guess [IGM*IM] {IFN=1} (N.YY5)
NOTE: If entered the above data is followed by a T.

G Remainder of data
1 **
4**

5**
6**
7* *

8**
9$$
10$$
11 $$
12**
19$$

ECN-C-95-081

Fission-spectrum [IGM] (normalised to 1)
Radii by interval boundary [IM+1]
If ITH=2 the first interval is used for the incident
beam (shell-)source, and therefore should be given a
small thickness (e.g. 1.0 • 10"4),(YY2).
Velocities [IGM].
Angular quadrature weights [MM],(G,YY3).
Angular quadrature cosines [MM] ,(G,YY3).
MM= ISN+1 for plane or sphere {IGE=1 and IGE=3},
MM= ISN*(ISN+4)/4 for cylinder {IGE=2},
MM= ISN*(ISN+4)/2 for plane with 4;r-quadr. {IGE=4}.
NOTE: For IGE=4 the weights and cosines are required only
for the hemisphere, though the transport calculation is
performed for the whole unit-sphere(YY3).
Zone numbers by interval [IM].
Material numbers by zone [IZM] (D).
Mixture numbers in mixing table [MS] {MS>0} (B,D).
Component numbers in mixing table [MS] {MS>0} (B,D).
Number densities in mixing table [MS] {MS>0} (B).
Order of scatter by zone [IZM] {ISCT>0}.
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20**
21**
22$$
23$$
24$$
25**
26**
27**
1

ICON

2
3

IHTF
IHSF

4
5
6

IHMF
IPRW
ITAP

7

ICOS

27**
1
2

3

4
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Radius modifier by zone [IZM] {IEVT-4}.
Density-factor by interval [IM] {IDFM=1} (E).
Material numbers for activities [ID3] {ID3>0} (D J).
X. section table-positions for activities [ID3] {ID3>0} (J).
Diffusion-calculation markers [IGM] {EDAT2=1} (L).
Right-boundary albedo by group [IGM] {IBR=3} (A).
Left-boundary albedo by group [IGM] {IBL=3} (A).
Few group parameters {IFG=1, ITH^2}
ICON=0: no effect,
ICON=1: micro cross-sections desired,
ICON=2: macro cross-sections desired, minus implies
cell weighting.
position of atotai in weighted cross-sections.
position of agg (self-scatter) in weighted
cross-sections (minus implies up-scatter removal).
table length of weighted cross-sections.
print(= 1) or do not print(=0) weighted cross-sections.
ITAP=0: weighted cross-sections are placed on
material-organised library on file CRSW.
ITAP=1: weighted cross-sections are placed on group-organised
library on file CRSW.
ICOS=0: Correction of self-scatter cross-sections in subroutine
WATE is performed.
ICOS=1: This correction is not performed. To be used for
example in case of neutron-multiplying reactions (n,2n etc.).

Parameters for reflection- and transmission calculation
{ITH=2,IFG^1},(YY1).
BEB first incident source energy-group calculated.
IET
last incident source energy-group calculated.
IET=0: test run for IE=IEB with no production of the NAF,
NTF and NT file.
IAT
number of discrete incident source-angles calculated.
IAT=0: IAT is calculated by the program for the angularquadrature used (IAT=(ISN+2)*(ISN+2)/16).
This is done in a normal production run.
IAT^O: used for a test-run, using a smaller number
of discrete angles.
IPRA print options for ITH=2:
IPRA=0: only the iteration-monitor and the summary-table
for the whole system are printed (to be used for production
runs).
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28$$
34**

IPRA=1: normal ANISN printout and in addition a printout
of the left- and right- boundary angular-fluxes (to be used
for test runs only).
Few-group numbers for each multigroup [IGM] {IFG=1} (M).
PL scatter constants [JT*MM] {DCTR=1}
JT= ISCT for plane or sphere {IGE=1 and IGE=3},
JT= ISCT*(ISCT+4)/4 for cylinder {IGE=2},
JT= ISCT*(ISCT+3)/2 for plane with 47r-quadr. {IGE=4}.
(for IGE=2, JT is truncated to the next lower integer
when ISCT is odd.)
NOTE: The above data is followed by a T.
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5.4 Userinstractions for ANISN-PT
In the input description (chapter 5.3) the user instructions are referenced by capitals
between brackets, (M),(MM),(Y1) etc.
(A) up to (W) refer to the instructions in the original ANISN report [11],
(M), (X), (Yl), (Y2), etc. refer to the previous FURNACE reportfl],
(MM), (XX), (YY1), etc. refer to the instructions below.
MM Weighted group cross-sections.
The procedure described in (M), to provide weighted cross-sections by using
ANISN itself, is still available, but is not being used by us anymore.
For the calculations for JET, now fine group cross-sections in VitaminJ format[10] are used, weighted into the group structure required by the
TRAMIX- or the TRANSX-program[9]. The coded cross-section file obtained
then is transformed with the processing code PREANI (chapter 7) into the
binary group-organised form used by ANISN(-PT).
YY Production of the NAF-, NTF- and NT- files.
Apart from including the production of the right-boundary outward angularflux file NTF, in this version of ANISN-PT (i.e. belonging to FURNACE2)
functionally nothing has been changed. Therefore, though some options are
obsolete, the instructions in [1 ] still hold. However, to simplify life for the user,
the instructions are repeated here in a more compact and more up-to-date form.
YY1 The multiple calculation-loop for ITH=2.
In the 15$$ array apart from ITH=2, the geometry parameter should be IGE=4.
Further some of the other integer parameters must have prescribed values, which
are specified in the input description.
The remaining parameters to describe the calculation-loop are expected in the
27** array: A normal production run would have IEB=1, IET=IGM, IAT=0
and EPRA=0. IAT=0 induces the code to calculate the value of IAT to be
IAT0=(ISN+2)*(ISN+2)/16, which is the number of directions with different
angles of incidence and weight in the required quadrature(see also YY3). Only
those directions have to be calculated, as FURNACE2 will know the other
directions by rotating or mirroring the reflection- and transmission- coefficients
thus calculated.
It is advisable to start with a test-run to check the input and the proper running,
using the parameters IEB=IE, IET=0, IAT^O and EPRA=1, where IE is the
energy-group for which the test is performed and IAT<IAT0.
In case of a machine error the flux-files are not saved anymore, as was done in
the previous version of ANISN-PT.
YY2 Shell-source in the first mesh-interval.
The incident parallel-beam sources for which the reflection- and transmissioncoefficients are calculated in the ITH=2 loop, are introduced by the program
itself, at the start of each loop in subroutine GUTS, as a mono-directional shellsource in the first radial-mesh (IPM=1 and IPP=1, but 18** is not required).
Therefore, the first radial-mesh should be given a very small optical thickness
such that its influence on the calculated angular-fluxes can be disregarded.
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YY3 The angular quadrature.
For IGE = 4 the calculation is performed in An angular-quadrature, over
ISN*(ISN+3) angles. However, in 6 * * and 7 * *, the cosines and weights are
required only for the angles in half the unit-sphere: MM =
ISN*(ISN+4)/2.
They should be given in the order as is shown in figure 5.1 for ISN=8. (Note
that this order is not arbitrary. The formats of the NAF-, NTF- and NT- files
and the manipulations with these files in LIBRA2 depend on this order.) The
weights should be normalised for the hemisphere:

£i£>(M) = 1.0
The cosines /z(M) in 7 * * are the direction-cosines with respect to the x-axis:
fi(M) = Q.x
The quadrature should at least be half-symmetric, such that the following
invariance holds (see figure 5.1):
- invariance for rotation over {n/2)k about the X-axis (k = 1,2, 3),
- invariance for mirroring against the X-Z plane and the X-Y plane.
It is essential that these symmetry conditions are kept as these conditions are
used in the production of the NAF-, NTF- and NT- files (see instruction YY4
below).
YY4 The NAF-, NTF- and NT- files.
Apart from the inclusion of the NTF-file, nothing was changed in the
FURNACE2-version of ANISN-PT. The file formats are still the same.
As described in YY1, for each of the shell-sources in the first mesh, with
energy indices IE = 1, IGM, and angular indices IA = 1,1 AT, a transport
calculation is performed. For each of these calculations the left boundary
reflected angular-fluxes RFL(M = \,MMA,IG
= IE, IGM), the right
boundary transmitted angular-fluxes TFL{M = \,MMA,IG
= IE, IGM)
and the scalar-fluxes FL(I = 1, IM, IG = IE, IGM) are stored on
the NAF- NTF- and NT- file respectively. In addition on the NT-file the
summary tables, required by FURNACE2 to calculate the neutron balance in
the blankets, are stored. The formats of these files can be expressed by the
following write statement:
DO\0IE = l,IGM
DOIOIE = \,IAT
WRITE(NAF)((RFL(M, IG, I A, IE), M = \,MMA),IG = IE, IGM)
WRITE(NTF)((TFL(M, IG, I A, IE), M = \,MMA),IG = IE, IGM)
WRITE(NT)(XMIL(IZ),IZ = 1, IZP),(RA(I), I = 1,/M + l)
WRITE(NT)((FL(I,IG,IA,I = \,IM),IG = IE, IGM)
WRITE(NT)((SUMT(K,IG),K = 1,1), IG = IE, IGM)
10CONTINUE
XMIL and R A are the zone boundaries and the mesh boundaries respectively.
MM A is the number of angles with negative //.-value and no zero weight
for RFL ( resp. the number of angles with positive /z-value for TFL):
MM A = ISN * (ISN + 2)/2). I AT is the number of incident (source)angles for which the calculation is performed: I AT = (/SN + 2) 2 /16.
The number of incident angles calculated needs some explanation. The reflected
and transmitted fluxes are required for all angles of incidence (i.e. for all sourceangles with positive yu,-value). However, due to symmetry considerations, these
need not all be calculated. To begin with we can restrict ourselves to an octant
(i.e. the octant bound by the positive X- Y- and Z - axes in figure 5.1) as the
X-axis is normal to the reflective surface and angular quadrature is assumed to
be symmetric with respect to the X — Z plane and X — Y plane, respectively.
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35
•41

Figure 5.1 Consecutive numbering of angular-mesh intervals for ANISN-PT in the
ITH = 2 mode. Example for ISN = 8. The numbers between brackets
are the angles of incidence of the source neutrons which are calculated. The
calculation is performed along the X-axis.
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Furthermore, the plane through the X-axis that cuts this octant into half (with
an azimuthal angle of n/4 with respect to the X - Z plane) is assumed to be
a symmetry plane as well. Therefore only the incident angles lying in one of
these halfs of the octant need to be calculated, and we have chosen the upper
half. This adds up to a total number of incident source angles to be calculated
of: I AT = (ISN + 2) 2 /16 (truncated to the next lower integer if ISN/2 is
even). See figures 5.1 and 5.3.
For the example of ISN = 8, the consecutive numbering of the angles is given
in the following figures: Figure 5.2 gives the internal numbering of the angles
during the ANISN-PT run in the ITH = 2 mode (i.e. when calculating the
reflected- and transmitted fluxes); figure 5.3 gives the numbering in which the
reflected fluxes are stored on the iVAF-file; figure 5.4 gives the numbering
of the reflection coefficients as they are produced by the LIBRA2 program
and stored on the FALZMibrary. The numbering on the FALfi-library is the
internal FURNACE2 numbering. The numbering for the transmitted fluxes on
the ATF-file and the numbering of the transmission coefficients on the FTRAlibrary are not given here as they are similar to those for the reflected fluxes and
reflection coefficients: the transmission angles lie in the other hemisphere.
YY5 Convergence.
To minimise the number of iteration-steps, the angular-fluxes calculated for the
previous incident beam are used as flux-guess, rather than using the flux-guess
given by input in 3**. Thus for the beam (IA,IE) the angular-fluxes obtained
for beam (IA,IE-1) are used as flux-guess. As this is not possible for D3=l, in
that case the angular-fluxes calculated for (IA-1 ,EE) are used. For the first beam
(IA=1,DE=1) the flux-guess from 3** is used. The angular-fluxes are stored on
the files NX1 and NX2.
As the convergence criterion for the scalar-fluxes, as used in ANISN, was
not considered sufficient to guarantee the convergence of the left- and rightboundary angular-fluxes that we want, an additional convergence criterion for
these was included:

\RFLn+1(M) - RFLn(M)\
<\RFLn+i\>

Eps

for all reflection angles, 1 < M < MM A, where RFL(M) is the reflected
angular-flux and n is the iteration counter. < x > in the denominator means:
averaged over the reflection angles.
YY6 Print output and warning/error messages.
The print output produced during production of the reflection- and transmissioncoefficients, when ID 1=0 and IPRA=0, is minimal, and is only used to check
for error-messages, and the proper termination of the run.
Though the balance tables for the system are printed for each incident beam
calculation, normally it is not necessary to check them, as the balance is tested
by the program itself. If the neutron/photon-balance for an energy-group differs
from 1.0 more than the value of EPS, a warning message is printed, and if the
balance for the sum over all groups does not fulfill this requirement, an error
message is printed and the calculation is stopped.
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Figure 5.2 5$ example of the internal numbering of angles in the reflection- and
transmission- calculation with ANISN-PT (ITH = 2). For the definitions
of (i A and <J>A see the ANISN-PT coordinates in figure 2.4.

Figure 5.3 5g example of the numbering of the angles of incidence and the angles of
reflection on the NAF-file as produced by ANISN-PTfor ITH = 2. The
angles of incidence are encircled.
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Figure 5.4 Sg example of the numbering of the angles of incidence and the angles of
reflection on the FLF-file as produced by the LIBRA program. For the
definitions of/i and 4> see the FURNACE2 coordinates in figure 2.3.
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6.1 General program description
The LIBRA2 program is a modification of the original LIBRA code that was
used with FURNACEfl]. It produces and maintains a blanket-library set (
FALB, FTRA and FFLX) which is used by FURNACE2 (chapter 4). These
files contain the double-differential reflection- and transmission-coefficients and
double-differential scalar-flux kernels, respectively, for a set of blankets. The
library-set is derived from the NAF- NTF- and NT-files for each of the blankets
as produced by ANISN-PT in the ITH=2 mode (chapter 5).

6.2 Disk files required
a Input files
unit 01 NAF
unit 02 NTF
unit 03
unit 05

NT
INPUT

b Output files
unit 06 OUTPUT
unit 08 FALB
unit 09 FALBN
unit 10 FTRA
unit 11 FTRAN
unit 12 FFLX
unit 13 FFLXN
c Temporary files
unit 14 FX
unit 15
unit 16
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HI
H2

angular left-boundary fluxes from ANISNPT.
angular
right-boundary
fluxes
from
ANISNPT.
scalar fluxes from ANISNPT.
input file.

unformatted
unformatted

print output.
old reflection-coefficient library
new reflection-coefficient library
old transmission-coefficient library
new transmission-coefficient library
old flux-kernel library
new flux-kernel library

formatted
unformatted
unformatted
unformatted
unformatted
unformatted
unformatted

contains FALB, FTRA, and FFLX for one
blanket (as processed in this run).
scratch file.
scratch file.

unformatted
unformatted
unformatted
unformatted

unformatted
formatted
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6.3 Input LIBRA2
The capitals between brackets () refer to the user-instructions in chapter 6.4.
I TITLE format (8A10)
H INTEGER INPUT VARIABLES (List directed)
1 LIM memory space available in common block (A),
a Specification of blanket-library set and processing mode
2 ISN
order of angular quadrature used in the ANISNPT runs.
3 NGR number of energy-groups used in the ANISNPT runs.
4 NBL number of blankets on the old library set
(FALB, FTRA and FFLX). For the first run use NBL=0. (B)
5 IMM maximum number of radial mesh-intervals on the old blanketlibrary set. Use IMM=0 if NBL=0.
6 IZM maximum radial zones on the old blanket-library set.
UseIZM=0ifNBL=0.
7 IDO processing mode (B):
IDO=0: printout the reflection- and transmission-coefficients
and the flux-kernels for the blanket with sequence number IBL
on the old blanket-library set.
IDO=1: remove the blanket with sequence number IBL from the
old blanket-library set. New set on FALBN, FTRAN and FFLXN.
IDO=2: replace the blanket with sequence number IBL on the
old blanket-library set, by a new blanket (see IND-parameter).
The new set is placed on FALBN, FTRAN and FFLXN.
IDO=3: add a new blanket (see IND-parameter) to the old
blanket-library set, and place the new set on FALBN,
FTRAN and FFLXN.
8 IBL
sequence number of the blanket on the old library set
to be printed, removed, replaced or added.
If IDO=3 then use IBL= NBL+1.
b Specification of new blanket. (Only required if IDO > 2.)
9 IND the new blanket will be found (B):
if IND=0 on the FX-file produced in a previous LIBRA2 run,
if IND=1 on the NAF-, NTF- and NT-files from the
appropriate ANISNPT run.
10 IM
number or radial mesh-intervals in new blanket.
11 IZ
number or radial zones in new blanket.
c Printout and tests.
12 IPRT yes (1) or no (0) printout of new FX-file produced by this
run if IND=1.
13 ITST test performed on NAF, NTF- and NT-files before they are
processed to provide the new FX-file.
ITST=0: no test performed.
ITST=1: the test is performed during normal data-processing.
ITST=2: only the test is performed (i.e. without further
processing of the data).
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III INPUT ARRAYS (List directed)
a (only required if ITST > 0 ) (C)
1 MU(NTH) direction-cosines for the angular quadrature.
(Same format as in FURNACE2 input, NTH=ISN/2)
2 P(MMH)
direction-weights for the angular quadrature.
(Same format as in FURNACE2 input, MMH=ISN*(ISN+2)/4)

6.4 User instructions for LIBRA2
A Blank-common space required.
For the production of an FX-file from the NAF-, NTF- and NT-files (if IND=1),
a blank-common space is required that becomes larger with increasing number
of blankets(NBL). If the space available (as specified by LIM) has become
too small, the program will perform the format transformation in a number of
batches that handle a number of energy groups at a time. LIM should be as
large as possible, however, to minimise the 170-time requirements.
B Step-wise production of a blanket-library set.
To produce a library for NBL blankets, NBL LIBRA2-runs are required, each
adding one blanket. In the first run (NBL=0, IDO=3, IBL=1 and IND=1) the
first version of the library-set will be produced on the units 9,11 and 13. In the
second run (NBL=1, IDO=3, IBL=2 and IND=1) this first set is expected by
the program as the old blanket-library set on the units 8,10 and 12. The second
version of the library-set, containing now two blankets, will be produced on the
units 9,11 and 13. These runs are continued till all blankets are included.
An other procedure is to produce an FX-file for each blanket, and then combine
these as required into a library using IND=0.
C Test of the NAF-, NTF- and NT- files.
Due to truncation of the polynomial expansion of the angular fluxes in ANISNPT, in the albedo-runs (which provide the NAF-, NTF- and NT- files) negative
angular fluxes may occur especially at the source-energy group (i.e. if IG=IE).
For that reason a test in ANISN-PT will stop the calculations if the neutronbalance is too far-off (see chapter 5.4 instruction YY6). As an additional
test, LIBRA2 can calculate the angle-integrated reflection- and transmissioncoefficients, and the angle integrated flux-kernels from these files, assuming an
isotropic incoming flux. These then will be tested for negative values which if
occurring, will lead to an error message (ITST > 1).
The total reflection- and transmission-coefficients are printed out.
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7.1 Program description
The program PREANI converts a material-organised cross-section library in FIDO
format as produced by TRAMIX, into a group-organised unformatted file as used
by ANISN-PT. The program is composed from the subroutines TP, FIB and WOT
taken from ANISN.
PREANI reads input from unit 05 and the group-organised file is produced on unit
02. Diagnostics output is written to unit 06.

7.2 Input
a List directed input
IGM
number of energy-groups.
IHM
length of cross-section table.
MTP
number of materials to be read from library.
LMAX order of Legendre expansion.
LPR
print LPR'h Legendre term of each material.
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